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FOREWORD

This technical report covers work performed under Air Force
Contract F33600-87-C-0464, DAPro Project. This contract is
sponsored by the Manufacturing Technology Directorate, Air Force
Systems Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. It was
administered under the technical direction of Mr. Bruce A.
Rasmussen, Branch Chief, Integration Technology Division,
Manufacturing Technology Directorate, through Mr. David L.
Judson, Project Manager. The Prime Contractor was Integration
Technology Services, Software Programs Division, of the Control
Data Corporation, Dayton, Ohio, under the direction of Mr. W. A.
Osborne. The DAPro Project Manager for Control Data Corporation
was Mr. J. P. Maxwell.

The DAPro project was created to continue the development, test,
and demonstration of the Integrated Information Support System
(IISS). The IISS technology work comprises enhancements to IISS
software and the establishment and operation of IISS test bed
hardware and communications for developers and users.

The following list names the Control Data Corporation
subcontractors and their contributing activities:

SUBCONTRACTOR ROLE

Control Data Corporation Responsible for the overall
Common Data Model design
development and implementation,
IISS integration and test, and
technology transfer of IISS.

D. Appleton Company Responsible for providing
software information services for
the Common Data Model and IDEFIX
integration methodology.

ONTEK Responsible for defining and
testing a representative
integrated system base in
Artificial Intelligence
techniques to establish fitness
for use.

Simpact Corporation Responsible for Communication
development.

Structural Dynamics Responsible for User Interfaces,
Research Corporation Virtual Terminal Interface, and

Network Transaction Manager
design, development,
implementation, and support.

Arizona State University Responsible for test bed
operations and support.
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SECTION 1

(GENERAL

*,1.1 Overview

The Electronic Documentation System provides an integrated
set of tools that enable the user to create, edit, revise, and
generate documents with a well-defined logical structure and a
well-defined layout structure.'

The EDS operates in the IISS environment on those host
systems which support IISS. EDS was designed and developed to
accept input from and produce output for those devices which are
supported within the IISS.>

The EDS is a document authoring system that can be used to
combine both text and graphics into a single document. In
addition, EDS separates the content development from document
structure and format. The EDS interfaces with the IISS via the
User Interface Form Processor.

All EDS application programs which require user input use
the Form Processor. The Form Processor ensures that all EDS
application programs present a common forms-based user interface
for the necessary user-entered input.

1.2 Purpose

The problem confronting many an author is compelling.
Authors must somehow ensure that all the various requirements
for a document are met correctly in the time allowed. The EDS
,.as developed to assist the author is this effort.

EDS allows for the separation of the author from the format
or layout requirements of a document. The author is separated
from the document structure considerations. Presently, many
technical documents are developed by an author who must be
.oncerned with content, format, and structure.

i-I
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These are the steps in the creation of a document using

EDS:

1. Define the document type.

2. Define logical structure of the document tyr:.

3. Define the document layout style.

4. Develop the document content

A. Markup or tag the document content in English-like
commands, i.e. SGML

B. Author can include any special requirements as
defined in the layout style.

C. Document produced in VAX WPS can be run through the
EDS Tagger to strip out WPS control characters and
replace with document type information.

5. Completed document content is parsed

A. This would include the WPS document which has been
run through the Tagger.

6. Document is ready for the Formatter

A. External graphics files are run through the
appropriate conversion program for inclusion into
the final form document.

B. The parsed document content, the output of Step 5
is ready for the Formatter.

C. The graphics and the parsed document are combined
in this step for the final output form of the
document.

The above outlined steps are the overall steps in the
development of an EDS document. Not all document developers,
especially authors of document content, are required to follo:
these steps. The EDS was produced to separate these steps or
functions for document developers. The author of a document
would be independent of many of the above steps.

1-2
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SECTION 2

REFERENCES

2.1 Reference Documents

[1] IDS150120000C, ICAM Documentation Standards, SYSTRAN, 15
September 1983.

[2] DS 620344700, Form Processor Development Specification,
Structural Dynamics Research Corporation, 31 May 1988.

[3] OM 620344000, Terminal Operator Guide, Structural Dynamics
Research Corporation, 31 May 1988.

[4] UM 620344200, Form Processor User Manual, Structural
Dynamics Research Corporation, 31 May 1988.

[5] DS 620344900, Electronic Documentation System (EDS)
Development Specification, Structural Dynamics Research
Corporation, 31 May 1988.

[6] UTP620344910, Electronic Documentation System (EDS) SGML
Parser Unit Test Plan, Structural Dynamics Research
Corporation, 31 May 1988.
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9] UTP620344940, Electronic Documentation System (EDS) Layout
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[10] UTP620344950, Electronic Documentation System (EDS)
Formatter Unit Test Plan, Structural Dynamics Research
Corporation, 31 May 1988.

[11] UTP620344960, Electronic Documentation System (EDS)
MacPaint to Postscript EPSF Translator Unit Test Plan,
Structural Dynamics Research Corporation, 31 May 1988.

[12] American National Standard for Information Systems -
Computer Graphics - Metafile for the Storage and Transfer
of Picture Description Information, ANSI X/3.122-1986,
American National Standards Institute, August 27, 1987.

[13] Information Processing - Text and Office Systems -
Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML),ISO 8879,
International Organization for Standardization, 15 October
1985.

[14] LEX - Lexical Analyzer Generator, IS Workbench for VAX/VMS
Programmers Guide, M. E. Lesk.

[15] Office Document Architecture/Office Document Interchange
Format, ISO/DP8613/l-6, International Organization for
Standardization, October, 1985 (Draft).

[16] POSTSCRIPT Language Reference Manual, Adobe Systems
Incorporated, Addison-Wesley Publishing, Inc., October,
1986.
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2.2 Terms and Abbreviations

Attribute: A characteristic used to qualify an element
within a document.

Character Set: A mapping of a character repertoire onto a
code set such that each character is associated with its coded
representation.

Compound Document: A document which may contain mixed content
i.e. text, graphics, etc.

Conforming SGML Application: An SGML application that
requires documents to conform to SGML documents, and whose
documentation meets the requirements of this International
Standard.

Conforming SGML Document: An SGML document that complies with
all provisions of ISO 8879.

Cursor Position: The position of the cursor after any command
is issued or in a certain location on the computer screen
display.

Descriptive Markup: Information added to a document which
enables an application program to process the document.

Element: A component of the hierarchical structure defined by
a document type definition; it is identified in a document
instance by descriptive markup, usually a start-tag and end-tag.

Entity: A collection of characters that can be referenced as

a unit.

Field: A two-dimensional space on a terminal screen.

Form: A structured view, presented on a computer screen
di-splay, which may be inposed on windows or other forms. A form
is composed of fields, these fields may be defined as forms,
items, or windows.

IISS: Integrated Information Support System , a test
computing envirionment used to investigate, demonstrate, and
test the concepts of information management and information
integration in the context of Aerospace Manufacturing. The IISS
addresses the problems of
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integration of data resident of heterogeneous data bases
supported by heterogeneous computers interconnected via a Local
Area Network.

IISS Function Screen: The first screeen that is displayed
after logon. It allows the user to specify the function to
access and the device type and device name on which to work.

Menu: A screen display which presents user selectable
functions or actions to be taken.

Message: Descriptive text which may be returned in the
message line on the terminal screen. Messages are used to warn
of errors or provide additional information.

Message Line: A line on the terminal screen that is used to
display messages.

ODA: Office Document Architecture, a standard which supports
the interchange of electronic compound documents in such a %-.ay
as to allow their imaging, processing, or reformatting.

ODIF: Office Document Interchange Format, a standard for
encoding document structures defined by the ODA which
would enable the exchange of compound documents between systems
operating within a MAP/TOP environment.

SGML: Standard Generalized Markup Language, a language for
describing document structures, consisting of descriptive markup
whi.ch is added to a document to indicate where logical elements
such as sections and paragraphs begin and end.

Taq: Descriptive markup indicating the start or end of a
logical element.

Window: Dynamic area of a terminal screen on which
predefined forms may be placed at run time.

2-4
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SECTION 3

THE EDS

3.1 Purpose of System

The EDS is a system for document processing. Document
processing is accomplished by various methods. These methods
include typesetting, typewriters, word processing systems,
desktop publishing systems, and other specialized packages.
Text processing has been recognized as an important phase in the
development and the delivery of any product.

The selected text processing standard for the EDS
is the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). SGML is an
International Standards Organization (ISO) standard. This
standard is a descriptive high level language which
structures and formats text. The formatting of text is that set
of commands that physically presents the text on the printed
page.

There are other languages that format and structure
documents. These are usually procedural markup languages.
Procedural markup languages embed the format and structure
requirements in the document text. This can be seen in most
word processing systems.

Physical presentation of the text includes the structure
of the text and the format of the text. There are special
processing techniques for the structure of the text. These
structural requirements, for example, may include:

- the commands for a section title
- a paragraph heading
- a list
- a figure or illustration
- a glossary
- an appendix
- an index

The format of the text includes special requirements also.
Format requirements may include:

- the page number location
- the use of a top notation on the page (a header)

9-1
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- the use of a bottom notation on the page (a footer)
- the margin setting for the text
- the numbers of lines to a page
- the size (pitch) of the characters
- the style (font) of the characters

3.2 Logical Structure in Documents

A book is a compilation of information on a subject,
whether that subject be fiction or fact. A book that is
purchased from a bookstore has a defined structure to it. This
structure can be defined as: a front cover, a copyright and
trademark page, a title page, a table of contents, subsequent
chapters, subsequent paragraphs in those chapters, an index, and
a back cover. There is implied in this structure a certain
generic sequence. The front cover to the table of contents can
be considered the "front matter" of the book. The chapters and
paragraphs can be considered the "body". The index and back
cover can be considered "back matter".

The technical document structure can be expressed
similarly, for example, an ICAM document type. Let's define the
structure of a unit test plan: the title page, the notice page,
the government distribution page, the preface, the table of
contents, the list of illustrations, the major sections,
paragraph headings with numbers, paragraphs, appendices (as
required), an index, and perhaps a glossary. The title page to
the list of illustrations would be the front matter. The
sections to the appendices would be the body. The index and the
glossary would be the back matter.

As you can see from the two structures that we have defined
there is a starting point (the front matter), a middle ( the
body), and an ending point (the back matter) for the book and
the technical document. This can be termed logical structure.
A document structure must be clearly understood when defining a
document type in the EDS.

3.2.1 Document Types

Now that we have been able to understand a high level
document structure, we must begin to understand the lower levels
of the document structure. We are going to analyze the
additional elements of the logical structure of a document.

Logical document structure can be expressed as an hierarchy
of parents, children, and groups of parents and children. The
document structure is composed of a high level or generic
component that has lower level elements. These lower level
elements may be composed of other lower level elements also.
This is how the terms parent (high level element) and child (low
level element) have evolved. Without the parent there would be
no child, a child may be a parent to another child, and so on.
A parent or a child may have siblings also. A sibling to front
matter, for example, would be body.
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As an EDSDTD user, you will define the hierarchy of a
document in the expression of the relationships between the
parents and children within a document. These logical elements
will also be described to the system by the number of
occurrences for each element.

In addition to the hierarchical structure of the document
type, there may be descriptors to the elements of the structure.
These descriptors are called attributes. An attribute could
further qualify an element. As an example, the logical
structure element book may have a status attribute associated
with it which defines the book to be a draft or final copy.
Element and attribute statements are the basis of the definition
of a document type logical structure.

3.2.2 Document Hierarchy and Logical Structure

The creation of a document involves analyzing the document
type to be created. Document analysis is accomplished, by many
authors, by the use of an outline of the basic structure of the
document. This outline can be used to illustrate the hierarchy
of the logical structure of the document. Let's analyze and
outline an unit test plan as our test example.

The unit test plan would follow those general requirements
as documented in the ICAM Documentation Standard. The generic
logical structure of this unit test plan would be front matter,
body, and rear matter. Let's briefly outline this document:

unit test plan

Front Matter
Cover Page
Notice Page
Government Distribution Page
Preface
Table of Contents
List of Illustrations
List of Tables
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Body
Section One
Section Two
Section Three
Section Four
Appendix A

Rear Matter
Index
Glossary

The outline could be further developed to include those
elements of each of these level elements that we listed. For
example, Cover Page could be further described:

Cover Page
Title of Project
Title of Configuration Item
Title of Computer Program
Date
Address of Developer

Addres line 1
Address line 2
Address line 3
Address line 4

As you can see from this further breakdown of the element Cover
Page, there are many other elements that could be defined.

3.3 EDS Components

EDS is composed of tools that enable a user or group
of users to create, edit, revise, and generate documents.
These documents may span all types of generated text from a
simple office memo to a complex specification. Most
importantly, EDS will support the compound document
which combines text and graphics together.

The various components of EDS support certain functions of
the system. Those functions include the definition of a
document type, the layout or format definition, the conformance
to the document type, the conversion from the WPS word
processing package to SGNL, the inclusion of graphics from
external sources, and the formatting of the document for print.
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The following lists the functions and each component for the

function.

1. The definition of document type is found in the DTDBLD.

2. The layout or format definition is found in the Layout
Editor.

3. The conformance to document type is found in the SGML Parser.

4. The conversion from word processing package is found in the
Tagger.

5. External graphics conversion and inclusion into document is
found in the Graphics section.

6. Formatting the document for print is found in the

Formatter.

3.4 EDS User Manual Structure

This unit test plan is structured to give the general
user the information necessary to function properly in EDS.
There are several steps that must be followed to ensure that
the system will give optimum performance to the user. The
structure of this manual assists in familiarizing the user
with the concepts of logical structure, layout structure,
generic ids or macros, and other text processing terminology.

The following sections discuss the individual
components of EDS. Each component has specific examples
of text processing concepts as necessary. The Formatter, for
example, requires some information from the user. However, this
is specific information with no real text processing
concepts to understand.

Remaining sections of this manual are organized as follos;:

Section 4 - DTDBLD, build of document types
Section 5 - Layout Editor, definition of layout
Section 6 - SGML Parser, parsing document for SGML
Section 7 - Tagger, conversion of word processing file
Section 8 - Graphics in the EDS
Section 9 - the Formatter, production of final form
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Each area of discussion includes component error messages,
functions, help tools, and key sequences to be typed in.

As we progress through these areas a sample
document is used to illustrate the logical structure, the layout
structure, and the graphics for the document. An example of
document source text can be found in Appendix B.

3.5 Accessing the EDS

There are two methods of accessing the EDS. EDS was
developed as an IISS tool and is therefore accessed from the
IISS Function Screen. The EDS, including all the components
that comprise the system, may be accessed through the IISS.

3-6
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User ID:Ii Z

Passvord, LiX
Role:[-

Figure 3-1 IISS Logon Screen
I I SS TEST RED VESIO s 2.3

Date: 11/30/7 Tim*: 12:5:10 User IV: NOREC Role:[NANAG

?mnctio. : Device Type: Device , sI:

MSG: appications

Figure a-2 IISS Function Screen with EDSDTD
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SECTION 4

DOCUMENT TYPE DEFINITION BUILDER (DTDBLD)

This section is intended to give the user the information
necessary to begin building documents in the EDS. An
understanding of document types and how to define them is of
utmost importance for the user of EDS. Additionally, the
ability to understand the logical structure of a document is a
prerequisite to the DTDBLD function. These concepts are
discussed in Section 3.2 and 3.4 respectively.

4.1 DTDBLD

This is the program module of the EDS that defines the
document type and the document structure. The logical structure
of the document will be defined in the DTDBLD program. This
program can be accessed by logging into the IISS, entering
EDSDTD at the "Function" input prompt, and pressing the <ENTER>
key.

After the previous screen, Figure 3-2, the EDS Document
Type Definition Builder screen will appear. A list of existing
document type definitions will appear in the form. This list is
scrollable and can be scrolled using the <SCROLL/PAGE> mode key
defined in the IISS Terminal Operator Guide.

tD$ - D-c-n, type Dh."Jtoh h.ldlt ],M |

S r ,nw y. b. ,10. (. 1 . .S

gIstsq 110 Directory Entries

Actio, VTh K." Dessrptjr

i I ?rllo

I DSVM

Figure 4-1 EDS Document Type Definition Builder Screen
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There are only four actions that can be performed on a DTD.

These actions are:

1. E (dit)

2. C (opy)

3. D (elete)

4. S (earch)

These actions can be entered into the form in two different
ways. The action can be entered directly on the first input
line of the form along with the DTD name. Completion of the
action will occur after the <ENTER> key is pressed.

EDS - Document Type Definition Builder 1/22/88 13:5:51

DTD Name El Action (E, D, C, S)

Existing DTD Directory Entries

Action DTD Name Description

ICAMlfl
ICAPNDC

IDSUrD

MSC: 70 applcation

Figure 4-2 Input Line Command of DTD and action

The second method for entering the DTD action is through
cursor movement. The cursor is moved via the <TAB> key to the
desired DTD and the command is entered in the action field on
the form. This action is then processed by pressing the <ENTER>
key.
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EDS - Document Type Definition Builder 1/22/8 13:50:51

DTD Name u ]Action (e, D, c, s)

Existing DTD Directory Entries

Action 1D Name Description

DEMODOC

IcalSur?
B -

DSUMT

MSG: 70 appication

Figure 4-3 Action for DTD in Tab Field

The creation of a new DTD is accomplished by entering the
DTD name, the E (dit) action command, and pressing <ENTER>. The
modification to an existing DTD would be accomplished by usin7
the E (dit) action in the selected DTD action field and pressing
<ENTER>. The C (opy) command is entered in this same fashion.

4.2 Creating a DTD

The creation of a DTD involves analyzing the document type
to be defined. This can be done by thinking of the document
that you wish to create in outline form. The outline can be
used to illustrate the hierarchy of the logical structure of the
document. Let's analyze and outline an unit test plan as our
test example.

The unit test plan would follow those general requirements
as documented in the ICAM Documentation Standard. The document
that we outlined in Section 3.4.1 gives us the hierarchical or
logical structure of a document to create in the DTD. Let's
review the structure we outlined in the previous section. This
outline included the generic type of document, a unit test plan;
a generic beginning for the document, front matter; a
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generic content area for the document subject matter, a body;
and an area for additional reference material on the document, a
rear or back matter.

unit test plan

Front Matter
Cover Page
Notice Page
Government Distribution Page
Preface
Table of Contents
List of Illustrations
List of Tables

Body
Section One
Section Two
Section Three
Section Four
Appendix A

Rear Matter
Index
Glossary

This outline illustrates the document type level 0, unit
test plan; the generic level 1, i.e. front matter; and the next
level 2, i.e Cover Page, for the document structure. The
outline could be further developed to include those elements of
each of these level elements that we listed. For example, Cover
Page could be further described:

Cover Page
Title of Project
Title of Configuration Item
Title of Computer Program
Date
Address of Developer

Address line 1
Address line 2
Address line 3
Address line 4

As you can see from this further breakdown of the element Cover
Page, there are many other elements that could be defined.

We took the level 2 element Cover Page and defined the next
level down from it. This level 3 element, Address of Developer,
had children defined for it. These children of level 3 element
Address of Developer became level 4 elements.

DTDBLD will assist the user in defining this hierarchical
structure to each document type defined. The user must
understand the parent-child relationship when defining this
structure. The DTDBLD is considered a tool for those
knowledgable in document design, structure, and analysis. This
is especially true in the creation of a document type
definition.
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The required input for you, the user, to create a new
document type definition and to define that logical structure is
the E (dit) action code on the DTDBLD main menu or screen
display. To create the document type, unit test plan, the
required inputs would be an E in the action code field, the name
of the document type in the DTDname field, and the pressing of
the <ENTER> key. Figure 4-6 illustrates the inputs for this
step.

I$DS Ty DOt-. I. d.r 1 -z10" Builder

"eme E)~ o it, D, C, S)
kiuteng 01 Directory entrjes

Aclton DT0S Bcr.t.o

Figure 4-4 Creation of Unit Test Plan DTD in DTDBLD Main Menu

The EDS will go to the next screen formn for the definition
of the document type. This screen will resemble the following
figure.
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us Document Hierarchy 1/22/U 13:5:49

Common Generic Total Order of Group Instance

Level Name Identifier Instances Children may Occur may occur

0 SEO I

MSG: F71]Enter/complete definition for root level element applcation

Figure 4-5 Document Hierarchy Screen

4.2.1 Document Hierarchy

The only input a-' an the Document Hierarchy Screen is
that for the DTD ituAf (remember level 0 from our outline). It
is up to the rsc' to now describe and define the rest of the
docum.nt logical structrre. Again, our outline should come in
handy for this definition.

The level 1 elements should be entered into the form.
Those elements (again from our outline) would be front matter,
body, and rear matter. The form input areas to be filled in
include the level, the common name, the generic identifier, the
total instances of the element, the order of children, how oft-r
the group may occur, and how often the instance of the group may
occur. These input fields have significant impact to the
document structure. The input fields and meanings follow.

Level: The number of the element in the document
hierarchy, beginning the document type at
level 0.
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Common Name: The name associated with the element, not
one that is an abbreviation or a devised
term for the element.

Generic Identifier: This would be a term devised for the element
or an abbreviation.

Total Instances: This is system generated.

Order of Children: This is a necessary input that will tell the
EDS how to process the children of a given
element.

The system accepts only the following for this input field:

SEQ: All elements will occur in required order, i.e.
sequential order

NSEQ: All elements will occur, but in no special or required

order, i.e. non-sequential order

OR: One and only one of the children will be used

NONE: There are no children to this parent

Group May Occur: Defines how often an element may
(Children) occur, possible values are:

Z1: Zero or one time

ZM: Zero or many times

1M: One or many times

1: Once

Instance May Occur: Defines how often that instance of the
element may occur, possible values are the
same as that of above Group (Zl, ZM, 1M, 1)

The actions performed in the Document Hierarchy Form are
Search and List document type elements, Insert elements, and
Delete elements.
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4.2.1.1 Search and List

This is the default action of the Document Hierarchy Form.
When this form is accessed from the DTDBLD Main Menu, it
automatically does a search for the elements and a list of the
elements that compose the document type. For a newly created
document type there will be no elements except that of the
document type itself, level 0.

I*€.It B1 9torey 1/22/U r5e y: 9 r

Co- | Tot.) Ord*, of 6ro ...P .sto.¢

,qSC T rt~r / o~re.df let ior, to, root 4eo omo apro1o

Figure 4-6 Document Hierarchy Form
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Document Hierarchy 1/22/88 13:56:49

Common Generic Total Order of Group Instance

Level Name Identifier Instances Children may Occur say occur

0 user canual u SEO 1 1

1 front matter front

I body matter body seq Is

1 rear matter rear

MSC:F-jEnter/complete definition fat root level eleiment appIcation

Figure 4-7 Document Hierarchy Form Insert of Element

us Document Hierarchy 1221 14:03:11

Common Generic Total Order of Group Instance

Level Name Identifier Instances Children may Occur may occur
[I [Z It [Z EZ [] [

0 user manual us- I SEQ I 1

1 front matter front 1 NONE 1

1 body matter body I SEQ I N

MSC; F epplcation

Figure 4-8 Document Hierarchy Form Delete of Element
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4.2.1.2 Display Document Hierarchy

The elements that you have entered into the Document
Hierarchy form hlave defined the document type and logical
structure to EDS. The ability to view this logical structure at
the element level is one that will be used for analysis of the
document. This will be especially true for verification of the
document logic after initial definition of the document
structure.

There are several functions that exist in this form for the
verification process. These functions are to list the children
or subordinates of an element, to display the parent of the
element with the parent's subordinates, and to assign attributes
to an element. A description of these functions follows,
however, examples of the functions and commands can be found in
Section 4.4.2 Edit a DTD.

4.2.1.2.1 List Children of Element

This action within the Display Document Hierarchy Menu is
the default action of the form. The action taken in the
previous form, see Figure 4-10, automatically accesses this form
with the element and the list of children for that element.

4.2.1.2.2 List Parent of Element

This action within the Display Document Hierarchy Menu is
used to list the parent of the element. This screen list will
display the element's parent and the subordinates of the parent.
Included in the subordinates displayed on the screen should be
the element.

This action is accomplished by placing the cursor on the
input line at the top of the form. The cursor should be on the
Generic Identifier position. By pressing the <PFl3> key on your
keyboard, the form will change to that of the parent of the
element. Reference Section 4.4.2 Edit a DTD for examples of the
commands and usage of this form.

4.2.1.2.3 Assign Attribute

This action within the Display Document Hierarchy Menu is
used to assign attributes to children of an element. Place the
cursor on the child of the element that you wish to assign an
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attribute to and press the <PFI5> key. The <PFl5> key is the
Attribute key and brings in the Attribute Form of the Display
Hierarchy Form. There are two modes in this form, Insert and
Delete.

The Insert mode is the default mode for this form. To
insert an attribute to a child element, place the cursor on an
empty Attribute Input Field. The attribute should be entered
into this input field and the <ENTER> key should then be
pressed. The next input area on the form is the Default Field.
The cursor should be placed on this field and the data typed in
along with the <ENTER> key. The next input area is the
Associated Values Field on the form. The cursor should be moved
to that input field and the data entered with an <ENTER>. For
examples of these commands, see Section 4.4.2 Edit a DTD.

4.3 Editing a DTD

The required input for you, the user, to create a new
document type definition and to define that logical structure is
the E (dit) action code on the DTDBLD main menu or screen
display. There is no difference between the create document
type and the edit of document type. To create the document type,
dtdbld, the required inputs would be an E in the action code
field, the name of the document type in the DTDname field, and
the pressing of the <ENTER> key. Figure 4-6 illustrates the
inputs for this step. To edit that same DTD, you would enter
the DTD name and the action code E (dit) on the first input line
of the initial screen and then press <RETURN> or you would move
the cursor to the action field next to the DTD name on the
screen display and press <RETURN>.

4.4 Copy DTD

The C (opy) command is an action to be used when you wish
to create a similar document type to an existing one. This can
be beneficial in that you would not have to create a new
document type from the very beginning, but could edit a copy of
a similar document type. Another use of the C (opy) action is
for maintaining the previous copy of a revised document type.
The C (opy) action is entered in the initial EDSDTD screen.
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EDS - Documen Type Definition Builder 12/15/87 9:37:36

DTD Name I Action (E, D, C, S}

Existing DTD Directory Entries

Acticr DTD Name Description

From, DTDBLD To: Description=
SD: [ applcatior

Figure 4-9 C (opy) of DTD

A message will appear at the bottom of the screen. This
message will require input form you. The first prompt will be
for the name of the new file and the second prompt will be the
description of the new DTD to be copied into. After entering
these two inputs, press the <ENTER> key.
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The C (opy) action will have been performed, resulting in
the following form.

EDS - Document Type Definitio, BIce: 12/15/i 7 1226:36

DTD NNare Action (E, D, C, S)

Existing DTD Directory Entries

o DTD Name Description
DTDSAV YTIS

3DTDBLD

: .[ a.icatiol

Figure 4-10 C (opy) DTD complete

4.5 Delete DTD

The D (elete) action is performed similarly to the C (opy)
action. The action is placed in the action field for the
appropriate DTD and the <ENTER> key is pressed. D (elete) may
also be performed from the DTD command line. The action is
entered on that line along with the DTD name and the <ENTER>
key.
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- ;oczen. TypE& e n.[in Bi,ccr 12/15/87 12:26:36

T N7 A.tior (E, D, C, 5)

Existine DTD Directory Entries

A2 D3 Nare Description
DTDSAV TIS7

OY to dee:e Document Tye Definition? DTDSv YES NO

M2: *apPlCatio

Figure 4-11 D (elete) of a DTD

The system will verify that the selected DTD is indeed one

to be deleted from the system. You must enter a positive

response to the question that will appear if you wish to delete

the DTD. The displayed message will appear at the bottom of

your screen. You must respond to this message:

Okay to delete Document Type Definition? DTDname Yes No

The default response will be "YES" and can be entered by

pressing the <ENTER> key. The screen display will come back

without th;± deleted DTD. To not delete the selected DTD place

the cursor on the "NO" and press the <ENTER> key. The DTD will

not be deleted and the screen will be re-displayed with no

action taken.
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SECTION 5

LAYOUT EDITOR (EDSLE)

This section will explain layout structure and any
additional layout tools for use in the EDS. Layout or format
structure is the physical placement of the document text on the
page. In any document there are certain layout requirements
that are standard. These layout or format requirements range
from the page margins to the space between lines on the page.

The EDS Layout Editor is a forms based program that enables
you to define the layout style for a document type. The layout
style is defined with SGML tags within a document. The DTD for
the document must be defined before the layout style can be
defined. The layout style (formatting parameters) that you will
define for the DTD will be the Document Profile.

5.1 Layout Requirements

The Document Profile is the set of formatting commands that
you will give the Layout Editor for the DTD. This file will
contain the layout style for the logical elements of the DTD and
a set of global formatting attributes for the document.
The DTDBLD component of EDS builds the structure of the document
including the element name. The Document Profile component of
EDS builds the formatting or layout style parameters for the
document elements.

Global formatting attributes that you will enter into the
Layout Editor will range from the page margin requirements to
requirements for the text character size and style.
Additionally, the layout style for the logical elements of the
document type can be defined in the creation of macros. Macros
are a set of layout commands for a specific document element.

EDS allows you to create macros in the Layout Editor.
These macros are the format or layout requirements which relate
back to a specific generic identifier. For example, a figure in
a document must be processed in specific logical steps. The
document element Figure must have a certain amount of space
reserved for it, it must have a beginning place, dnd an ending
place; the document element Figure Number must be centered on
the page along with the figure caption. The set of commands
that process the format of the document element Figure, are
termed macros.
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5.2 The Layout Editor

The Layout Editor is accessed through the IISS function
menu. You must log into the IISS with a valid user id and
account. The IISS function screen should appear, you must enter
EDSLE in the Function field and press <ENTER>.

The next screen, or form, to appear is the initial Layout
Editor Screen. This screen will display in a list format the
previously defined DTDs and any previously defined Document
Profiles. There may be several Document Profiles to a single
DTD. These multiple profiles can be used with the same document
type and document text to process the document in various layout
or format styles. The action codes that are available in this
form are E (dit), C (opy), and D (elete).

IISS Electronic Documentation System (EDS) 12/ 6/87 16:53:26

Layout Editor

Action TD Name Document Profile Description

[] F] IZZ1
DEbODDC 2DENO SECOND DEMO DOCUMEN~T
DW40DOC DUNODOC

5EDSP DSLEl eds layout editor utp

Jr. - ICANUTP ICAM Unit Test Plan

MS (applcation

Figure 5-1 Layout Editor Screen

5.2.1 Create Document Profile

To create a Document Profile for the DTD Unit Test Plan
that was created in Section 4.4, the E (dit) action code must be
entered in the Action Field on this form. This Action Field is
located to the left of the DTD name. The Document Profile name
must be entered also. A Description Field is available for your
use. This Description Field can be used at this time for any
description that you wish to record with the Document Profile.
It should be noted, this field can be modified at any time.

Let's define a Document Profile to the DTD Unit Test Plan
that you defined in Section 4.4. Place the cursor on the Action
Field where the DTD Unit Test Plan is listed and enter an 'E'.
Tab the cursor over to the Document Profile Field and enter the
profile name, 'ICAMUTP'. Tab the cursor to the Description
Field on the form and enter in a description of the profile.
You might enter in the following:
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ICAM unit test plan manual 12/87

Now press the <ENTER> key for the system to 
process your

creation of the Document Profile ICANUTP for 
the DTD Unit Test

Plan.

IISS Electronic Documentation System (EDS) 12/ 4/87 14:53:26

Layout Editor

Action VTD Name Document Profile Description

El [=~
S DOCOC 2DENO SECOND DEMO DOCUMENT

DLNODOC DENODOC
ISUTI RDSLE1 eds layout editor utp

ICANUrP ICAIlUTP ICAM Unit Test Plan

MSC: 1 appication

Figure 5-2 Document Profile Creation

The Document Profile is created. The system will now

proceed to the Layout Editor functions for tie 
selected Document

Profile.
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5.2.1.1 Layout Editor Function Screen

This screen form will be the one from which you select
the Layout Editor function to perform. There are three
functions to be performed. They are Page Setup, Generic ID
Layout, and Headers/Footers.

IISS Electronic Documentation System (Layout Editor) 12/ 4/87 15:07:34

Menu

Page Setup
Generic ID Layout

Headers/Footers

MSG:[7 appIcation

Figure 5-3 Layout Editor Function Screen

The three functions that are performed from this screen
form are the functions necessary to define the layout or format
of the document, i.e. the Document Profile. The following is a
brief description of these functions.

Page Setup: Definition of top and bottom margins, left
and right margins on odd and even pates,
line spacing, leading spaces, font size
(pitch), and font name (type).

Generic ID Layout: Definition of format parameters for the
elements of a document, i.e. build of
relationship between a generic id and its
layout stlye
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Headers/Footers: Definition of the reserved area dt the top
and the bottom of the page of a document for
additional document information.

The functions are selected from the form by placing the cursor
on the function, use the <TAB> key, and pressing the <ENTER>
key. Each function selected goes into a subordinate form.
Let's begin with Page Setup.

IISS Electronic Documentation System (Layout Editor) 12/ 4/87 15:0:45

Page Setup for Document Profile DENODOC

Margins

Top 1.-,00T N Line Spacing 1.00

Bottom 1.00 IN Leading 7 :1

(Even) Left 2.00 IN Font Size I2A
Right 1.00 IN Font Name Ti esNoan

(Odd) Left 1.00 IN
Right 1.00JIN

MSG: 7 applcation

Figure 5-4 Page Setup Screen

5.2.1.1.1 Page Setup

The Page Setup function is the function that you will use
for the margins, line spacing, leading spaces, and font
characteristics. The Screen displays the Document Profile that
you are editing and the input fields for the Page Setup
Function. Default assignments are already in place for these
input fields. Changes can be made to each input field by moving
the cursor to the field and typing in the desired change. The
input fields are:
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Top Margin: This parameter is used to reserve space at
the top of the page for a margin. Its value
can be expressed in inches, centimeters,
characters, etc.

Bottom Margin: This parameter is used to reserve space at
the bottom of the page for a margain. Its
value can also be expressed in inches,
centimeters, characters, etc.

Even Left Margin: This parameter is the left margin space for
an even numbered page. Its value can be
expressed the same as the other margins.

Even Right Margin: This parameter is the right margin space
reserved for an even numbered page. Its
value can be expressed the same as the other
margins.

Odd Left Margin: This parameter is for the reserved left
margin space for an odd numbered page. Its
value can be expressed the same as the other
margins.

Odd Right Margin: This parameter is for the reserved right
margin space for an odd numbered page. Its
value can be expressed the same as the other
margins.

Line Spacing: This value is usually expressed in inches.
A value of 2.00 would be two lines or double
spaced.

Leading: This value is expressed in the amount of
space between a characters printed on the
page.

Font Size: This value is expressed in the size or pitch
of a character, i.e. 10, 12, 14.

Font Name: This value is expressed in a name of a font
type or style. The supported fonts for the
EDS are maintained for you. The <HELP> key
will produce a list of available fonts while
on this input field.

After the changes have been made to the input fields, press
the <ENTER> key to save the changes. The System will
redisplay the screen with the new values.

In order to go on to the next function, you must press the
IISS QUIT key, <PF4>, this will take you back to the Layout
Editor Function Screen. You can now select another function by
placing the cursor )n the selected function and pressing the
<ENTER> key. Let' fo to the Generic ID Layout Screen.
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5.2.1.1.2 Generic Identifier Layout

The Generic ID Layout Screen displays the DTD and the
Document Profile at the top of the form. This screen also
displays the Generic Identifier that was defined in the ETD and
the macro name of that Generic Identifier. You must select a
macro from the displayed list to change the layout style of that
macro. Place the cursor on a macro name in the listed area on
the form and press <ENTER>. This action will take us to the
Format Attribute Form for the selected macro. If no action is
desired, the IISS QUIT key, <PF4>, would quit this form and go
back to the Layout Editor Function Screen.

110 Elrtoo' ~~~N~t~l0 Syt* (L~o.t ~l~r) 12/ 4/87 6:0:

cusen FroI1*) : CEJ"OC

Fullc 0O1Jlhi~d 6.ne~dc 1.titN Ncr N.

SDODO,

0W0 I00C, bOIS SLISI

I ODOC.100T U S ao"E'
DSIIO0C .001 71013• FIGI OF

O ODO C DWI. LIST . 1 SFS1E $

IIVqOOOC~B001 71c131 7100SC.r7101S E SFIGTT,M D DC. BODY. FIGUR . FICD SC- F I TM SF l U P

DO WSOOC.b O .FICURIZ.FIGC SC PGRE1 S l GOLIF

- -0W S01. 11 OIRE. REPORT SPEPOPI.
O tMO . DD, ., I GuRE..RAIG C 

S| 1

qDOC. 6001 -Vl GUPJ PI MODT SF

MSC 0 *p~lc*I N.

Figure 5-5 Generic Id Format Attribute Form

This form has no default values assigned to it. The input
fields on the form must be tabbed to using the <TAB> key and
enter the data. Input field values vary on this form:

Bold: This is used to define the Generic ID as
boldface type on the page. An 'x'
indicates the field is selected. A
blank in the field is considered an 'N'.

Underline: This is used to define the Generic ID as
underlined type on the page. This has
the same values as Bold.

Reverse: This is used to define the Generic ID as
a reversed print on the page, i.e. print
is white on black. An 'x' indicates the
field is selected, a blanks indicates
not selection.

Italics: This is used to define the print style
of the Generic ID as italic. Values are
a 'x' for yes or blank for no.

No Break: This is used to define whether or not
the GI is to span multiple pages.
Values are a 'x' for yes or blank for
no.
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Literal: This is used to define whether or not
the Generic ID is a literal. Values are
'x' for yes or blank for no.

No Advance: This is used to define whether or not
the Generic ID causes an advance line
after being processed. Values are 'x'
for yes or blank for no.

Justify Center: This is used to define whether or not
the Generic ID is justified to the
center of the defined page. Values are
'x' for yes or blank for no.

Justify Right: This is used to define whether or not
the Generic ID is justified to the right
of the defined page. Values are 'x' for
yes or blank for no.

Justify Full: This is used to define whether or not
the Generic ID is justified between the
left and right margins of the defined
page. Values are 'x' for yes or blank
for no.

Indent Left: This is used to define the Generic Id to
be indented on the left side of the
page. Values are expressed in inches,
centimeters, or character spaces.

Indent Right: This is used to define the Generic Id to
be indented on the right side of the
page. Values are expressed in inches,
centimeters, or character spaces.

Indent 1st Line: This is used to define the first line of
the Generic Id to be indented on the
left side of the page. Values are
expressed in inches, centimeters, or
character spaces.

Vertical Space Before: This is used to define whether or not
the Generic ID is processed with
vertical space before it is placed cn
the defined page. Values are expressed
in inches, centimeters, or character
spaces.
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Vertical Space After: This is used to define whether or not
the Generic ID is processed with
vertical space after it is placed on the
defined page. Values are expressed in
inches, centimeters, or character
spaces.

Horizontal Space Before: This is used to define whether or not
the Generic ID is processed with
horizontal space before it is placed on
the defined page. Values are expressed
in inches, centimeters, or character
spaces.

Horizontal Space After: This is used to define whether or not
the Generic ID is processed with
horizontal space before it is placed on
the defined page. Values are expressed
in inches, centimeters, or character
spaces.

Page Eject Before: This is used to define whether or not
the Generic ID has a page ejected before
it is presented on the page. Values are
expressed in integer number of pages or
blank.

Page Eject After: This is used to define whether or not
the Generic ID has a page ejected after
it is presented on the page. Values are
expressed in integer number of pages or
blank.

Font Size: This is used to define the Generic ID
with a specific font size other than the
one specified for the entire document.

Leading: This is used to define the Generic ID
with any special spacing requirements
between characters other than those
specified for the entire document.
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Line Spacing: This is used to define the Generic ID
with special line space requirements
other than those specified for the
entire document. Value is expressed in
number of lines.

Font Name: This is used to define a special font
type or style for the Generic ID other
than that specified for the entire
document. The <HELP> key will list
available fonts for your use.

After all of the selected attributes for the selected
Generic ID have been changed, press <ENTER> to save the Document
Profile and return to the Generic Identifier Screen. Another
Generic Identifier can be selected from this screen for
attribute definition by placing the cursnr on the selected
Generic ID and pressing <ENTER>. However, to quit this form you
must press the IISS QUIT key <PF4>. The <PF4> key will act as a
quit key in all of these forms and will take you back to
the previous form.

5.2.1.1.3 Headers/Footers

This is the third function of the Layout Editor. Place the
cursor on the field and press <ENTER>. The Header/Footer Form
will appear on your screen.

IJSS £I~ectrojo ..q tctn Syste (L. y.o. or) 12/ 4/87 12:O :02

MAdern/P oers

(F cl Sd.) D n Od D.1...

(P0S,!,on) Top 101,0.

Lis of M..ders t..ter$

amT POOTEP

oS r .Pr'clo.0

Figure 5-6 Header/Footer Form

The input fields on this form are similar to some of the
fields you have seen on the other Layout Editor screen forms.
The initial input fields are:

Function: Define or Delete of header or footer

Page Side: Even or Odd or Both of the pages
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Position: Top (header) or Bottom (footer) of the
page

After you have selected the Function, the Fage Side, and 
the

Position; press the <ENTER> key. This will complete the form

for the selected Function and Position. A Define Function will

display the rest of the form. For example, if the Define

Function and the Top Position was selected, the following 
form

would appear.
IISS Electronic Documentation System (Layout Edito ) 12/ 4 01 '5: 13: 79

Ileadets/Footers

(Fnction) Define Delete

(Pare Side) Even Odd both

(Position) Top Bottom

Fhorn -oP , . E 0 Start (at) TAG jIjZ
From Bottom

Left Margin Reset Page (at) TAC < J

Right margin
Style

Center - ight Justify

Fontsize Underline

Leading

For tnan
Text

Line (1) EDS Demonstration

Line (2) Arizona State University

Line (3) December 7, 1987

MS: F-1 appleation

Figure 5-7 Header/Footer Form - Define

Input fields and their meanings follow:

from Top: The value in inches, centimeters, or
character spaces that the header is from
the top of the page.

from Bottom: The value in inches, centimeters, or
charater spaces that the footer is from
the bottom of the page.

Left Margin: The value in inches, centimeters, or
character spaces the header or footer is

from the left side of the page.

Right Margin: The value in inches, centimeters, or
character spaces the header or footer is
from the right side of the page.

Start (at) Tag: The tag name where the header or footer
is to start.

Reset Page (at) Tag: The tag name where the page number
counter would be reset to one.
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Style Center: Whether -ot the header or footer is
centered Jn the page. Value is 'x' for
yes or blank for no.

Style Font Size: The size of the font for the header or
footer is specified here and would be
different than that specified for the
entire document.

Right Justify: This defines the header or footer to be
right justified. Value is 'x' for yes
or blank for no.

Underline: This defines the header or footer to be
underlined. Value is 'x' for yes or
blank for no.

Style Leading: The definition of spacing requirements
for the characters printed. Expressed
in an integer number for point size.

Style Font Name: The name of the font for the header or
footer if different from that of the
entire document would go here.

Text Line (1): This is a line for text input of the
header or footer.

Text Line (2): This is a line for text input of the
header or footer.

Text Line (3): This is a line for text input of the
header or footer

Text Line Macros: @page - to invoke header/footer on a
specific page

@time - to print the computer system
time in the header/footer

@date - to print the computer system
date in the header/footer

@counter <tag> - to count and print the
number of occurrences of the specified
tag

The input fields are tabbed to and after all selected
fields have been changed, the Document Profile is saved by
pressing the <ENTER> key. The screen form will be redisplayed
with the new input fields. The IISS QUIT key <PF4> will take
you back to the previous screen form. That form should be the
Layout Editor Function Screen.

The input fields for the footer definition are virtually
the same as that of the header definition. Tile delete of a
header or a footer is accomplished in the same way as that of a
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define function.

5.2.2 Edit Document Profile

To edit a Document Profile for a DTD, the E (dit) action
code must be entered in the Action Field on this form. This
Action Field is located to the left of the DTD name with the
selected Document Profile. The Description Field is not
available for you:- use. It should be noted, that Document
Profile creation is the only time that the Description field can
be entered.

The edit of a Document Profile is similar to the creation
of a Document Profile in that the same forms are used. The E
(dit) action on an existing Document Profile displays tie
previously defined information. You can then perform the
necessary edits to that information in the Layout Editor forms.
Place the cursor on the Action Field where the DTD Unit Test
Plan is listed and enter an 'E'.

Now press the <ENTER> key for the system to process your E (dit)
action on the selected DTD Document Profile.
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- iSSEiectronic Ocumentation System tEDS) D1TT77 1 32:24

Layout Editor

A:'on D"D Nline luo ert Profile Description

ED,7 tntrDSLEI *

PM5SLE a, )catioq

Figure 5-8 Edit Document Profile

The system will now proceed to the Layout Editor functions
for the selected Document Profile. Reference Section 5.2.2 for
discussion and explanation of the Layout Editor Function Screen
and all subordinate screen forms and functions.

5.2.3 Copy Document Profile

The C (opy) action of the Layout Editor Screen is dependent
on the forms for that one screen alone. You will want to use
the C (opy) action to reduce Document Profile edit time.
Copying a Document Profile and then editing that profile will be
a more efficient use of the system than creating new Document
Profiles. This is especially true of the highly structured
documentation standards that exist on many projects and in the
industry. A copy of an existing Document Profile is
accomplished with these steps. Place the cursor on the Action
Field on the same line as the DTD and Document Profile that you
wish to copy. Enter a 'C' in that Action Field and press the
<ENTER> key, see the next figure.
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11S5 EIe---ctronic D-ocumentation System (EDS) 1lf/8T5T3546

Layout Editor

Action DTD Name Document Profile Description

* EDSVZ IDSLE1 M 44F1.a )1i

Source DP Dcs inlton OP Description

EDSLEI FIM6lsii il

: applCatio,

Figure 5-9 Layout Editor Screen - Copy

An additional form will appear on the Editor Layout Screen.
This form will have three input fields on it. These input
fields are Source Document Profile (DP), Destination DP, and
Description of Destination DP. You must tab the cursor over to
these fields and input the data. The Source DP is the Document
Profile you are making a copy of. The Destination DP is the new
file that you are creating in this C (opy) action. The
Description field is the information field for the Destination
DP. After you have entered this information into the input
fields, press <ENTER> to execute the action.

The Layout Editor Screen will redisplay with the new
Document Profile in the displayed list of Document Profiles.
The <PF4> will cancel or quit this screen at any time.
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- -lectronic Documentation System (EDS) 117 6T 7 -136.26-

Layout Editor

Dclion DTO Nae Document Profile Description

I - -S2 .I DSUTJI EDSLE2 10; __ __ ___ __ __

EDSIJTP EDSLE1 e a m a

Figure 5-10 Editor Layout Screen -After Copy

5.2.4 Delete Document Profile

The D (elete) action on the Layout Editor Screen is
performed in a similar fashion to the C (opy) action.
The D (elete) action of the Layout Editor Screen is dependent on
the forms for that one screen alone. You will want to use the D
(elete) action when a document profile is no longer current. A
delete of an existing Document Profile is accomplished with
these steps. Place the cursor on the Action Field on the same
line as the DTD and Document Profile that you wish to delete.
Enter a 'D' in the Action Field and press the <ENTER> key, see
the next figure.
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IISS Electronic Documentation System {EDS) 11/ 6187 15:36:26

Layout Editor

Action DTD Name Document Profile Description

I EDSUP EDSLE2 4 I
EDSUTP EDSLEI

ON to delete DocuMn.IIt Proile EDSLE2 YES NO

Figure 5-11 Layout Editor Screen - Delete

An additional form will appear on the Editor Layout Screen.
This form will have verify the intent to delete. A question will
appear:

OK to delete Document Profile ? DPname YES NO

The system has a default assignment for the question's answer.
That default is the 'YES'. A press of the <ENTER> key would
complete the D (elete) action. The Layout Editor Screen would
redisplay and the DP that was deleted would no longer be on the
displayed list.
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JISS Electarnic Docuentation Systea TCDS) i l 1i :-5:25. 0

Layout iLor

Action VTD Name Doomen Profile Description

app I ca t i 0

Figure 5-12 Layout Editor Screen - After Delete

However, if you do not want to delete the DP, you must tab to
the second response. By placing the cursor on "NO' and pressing
the <ENTER> key, you would stop the D (elete) action. Again, a
<PF4> key would quit the screen form and return you to a
previous screen.
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SECTION 6

SGML PARSER

6.1 Parsing for SGML

The SGML Parser is the component of the EDS that validat-<;
the logical structure of a document against a a SGML Document
Type Definition. The SGML Parser was first implem-nted under
the MS-DOS environment by the National Burs. c. Standards
(NBS) . The Parser was ported or migrated from the MS-DOS
environment to the IISS. Portions of the code were changed to
enhance its functionality in the EDS.

The validation process of the Parser ensures that the
descriptive markup used within the document to delimit, or tag,
the logical structures conforms to the set of rules defined by
the DTD. These rules determine what t,igs are valid and how many
times a SGML tag occurs within a document. Additionally, the
Parser converts the document to its fully "marked up" state by
processing all Entity references and expanding all minimized
tags found within the document.

6.2 Running the Parser

The execution of the SGML Parser is accomplished by
entering a set of commands on the command line. These commands
involve invoking the Parser, naming the source document text
file, assigning a file name for the SGML marked up file, and
pressing the <return> key. The command structure is:

sgml -oflienamel.ext edsdtlib:dtdname.dtd filename2.ext

<return>

sgml -o Invokes the Parser

tilenamel.ext This is the output file name of the marked
up file with extension name after parsing
the document for SGML tags.

edsdtlib: This is the EDS logical name for the
directory where the DTDs are located.

dtdname.dtd: This is the DTD Lhat is defined in the above
directory with a .dtd extension type.

filename2.ext This is the name of the document text file
with extension name, i.e. edsdemo.doc

return> This is the final input for the processing
of a command to the computer system.
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The Parser will not resolve the inclusion of graphics files.
However, a fully marked up SGML document will be the Parser's
output (filenamel.ext from above).

Any errors detected during the parsing of the document wi1]
be noted by the Parser. These errors will cause the Parser to
return error messages to the screen display showing the errors
that occurred and an approximation of where the errors occurred.
The marked up file will not exist if errors were tected during
parsing. These errors must be fixed in order to - rse the
document text file. After the errors have been corrected, the
Parser must be invoked again. Only a cleanly parsed document
can continue to the formatting stage of the EDS.
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SECTION 7

TAGGER

7.1 Tagging a File

The tagging or "marking up" of a text file for processing
into a document is done in the specific text processing system
that is available. EDS allows for tagging a document in the
text when creating or editing an EDS document. Howqever, there
are many documents that are not EDS documents that may be
converted to EDS. This conversion is accomplished with the
Tagger.

The SGML Tagger enables you to specify a translation
between a document in word processing format to an SGML tagged
document. A translation program must be built for each unique
word processor and document type definition that will be used to
process documents. A forms-driven interface is provided to
assist in the pattern matching type statements that define the
mapping between word processor formatting codes and document
content to SGML tags. These statements are used as input for a
generated LEX program that performs the actual translation of
the word processing document.

7.2 Document Markup

Markup is a set of text-like commands that is added to the
data of a document to imply information about the data of the
document. Each significant element of the document is located
and marked, thus the term markup, with a mnemonic name. This
mnemonic name, the generic identifier (GI), is then associated
with that document element. The definition of a document
element and its mnemonic is accomplished in the DTDBLD component
of the EDS. This Document Type Definition (DTD) is used to
ensure the source document conforms to the logical structure
defined for it.

The GI has a specific syntax associated with it. The start
or beginning tag of a GI is delimited by the less-than symbol
(<) and to complete the tag the delimiter greater-than symbol
(>). The ending delimiter to a tag, either the start or end
tag, separates the GI from the actual text of the document.
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With the use of a start tag for the mnemonic there may also be
an end tag. The beginning of the end tag is delimited by the
less-than symbol followed by the solidus symbol (</).

Document Element = Generic Identifier (GI, mnemonic

name)

GI includes:

<start tag>

</end tag>

Figure 7-1 Generic Identifier in Markup

The GI or document element is only identified in the above
structure.

The physical presentation characteristics of the GI is
generated separately. Establishing the relationship between the
document element or GI (logical structure) and the physical
characteristics for that GI (layout style) are accomplished in
the Layout Editor component of the EDS.

The processing of the source document text with the GIs and
their layout styles is verified with another EDS component.
That component is the SGML Parser. The Parser validates the
source document with its defined logical structure without
processing the source document. The Parser reads the GIs,
recognizes the GIs, and inserts those tags associated with the
GI into the parsed file.

The Formatter is then run to complete the processing of the
document. The parsed document file is mapped to the physical or
layout characteristics to create the final form of the document
which is generated in Postscript.

7.2.1 Manual Document Markup

The manually marking up of a source document is
accomplished by you or by the authors of the source content.
This writing of source content for the document can be done
using any text editor available to you. EDS does not rely on
any particular text editor. Any word processing file can be
converted for use by EDS, see Section 7.3.
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The marking up of a source document follows the basic
concepts of document elements. We have defined a document
structure in Section 4.0. Those identified elements have been
placed within a logical structure of the document type. Those
elements have been given names (GI) for use as reference back to
the individual document elements. It is these mnemonic names
that are used in the marking up of a source document.

You have entered these names in the DTDBLD; have defined
the format parameters for them in the Layout Editor. Many of
these SGML tags are apparent to you. For example:

for coverpage the SGML tag is <covpg>
ending tag is <\covpg>

for a paragraph the tag is <p0>

ending tag is <\p0>

for a major section tag the mark up would be

<sect>
<sectno>SECTION 7<\sectno>
<sectnm>TAGGER<\sectnm>

for subsequent sections to the major section

<chap>
<chapno>7.l<\chapno>
<chapnm>Tagging a File<\chapnm>

The actual document markup that you would do is predicated
on your defined document structure. For further reference on
the marking up of a document, see ISO 8879 and Appendices A
through C of this document.

7.3 Automated Document Markup

Typically, word processing files contain both logical and
layout structure information. Formatting codes (character
sequences) are used to represent logical (example, paragraph)
and layout (example, page break) information within the
document. In order to tag a document, certain formatting codes
are used to generate SGML tags when they are encountered. For
example, if all section titles in a document were always
centered and underlined, then a specification statement used by
the Tagger would be feasible. This statement would be processed
when the character sequence for center and underline is
recognized. The statement would write a tag to the former word
processing file.
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Along with the formatting codes, the actual content of a
document can be used to generate SGML tags. For example, a user
can specify that the character sequence section number is
recognized. The section number sequence will cause a section
number to be written to the file. Specifications using a
combination of content and formatting codes are also possible.

In addition to the forms-driven interface, the Tagger
consists of a lexical writer, a run-time processor, and a
specification storage program. Once all specification
statements are entered and validated, the Tagger begins the
lexical writer, Autotag, to produce a valid LEX program. This
LEX program corresponds to the specification of the components
supplied by the user. These components are the formatting
commands of the unique word processor. The run-time processor
runs the LEX to produce a C program from the specification file,
compiles the result, and links it with the main program of the
Tagger. The main program is used to tag a word processing
document.

After the document has been tagged, it is sent to the
Parser. The output of the Parser, the error report, provides an
indication as to how well the document has been tagged. The
Parser inserts end tags in the document by using the DTD
information to decide when the tag is ended. Any necessary
corrections to this newly tagged and parsed document can then be
made.

Use of the Tagger and its components will not ensure that
the document will be completely and correctly tagged for SGML.
The efficiency of the translation from word processor to SGML is
dependent on the number of defined patterns that can be
interpreted to generate SGML tags. Forethought should be used
in the development of these tools for this conversion process.

7.4 The Tagger

The Tagger is used in the IISS for the initial definition
of a specification type. This specification is defined in the
Autotag program of the Tagger. To use the run-time processor
and the Tagger, it is not necessary to be in the IISS.

7.4.1 Autotag

This EDS utility will create and generate a tagger
specification for SGML. The user must be able to understand the
command structure of the word processing system that the
specification will be built for. You must log into the IISS
with a valid user id and account. The IISS Function Screen will
be the next screen to appear. Place the cursor on the Function
field, type in 'Autotag', and press the <ENTER> key.
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The next screen form will be that of the Autotag utility.
The functions available for Autotag are listed on the screen as
illustrated in the next figure.

IISS SGML Auto Tagging Facility

Auto Tag Definition File:1

<enter> - Lead Auto Tag Definition File
(pf0) - State Defini ton
Kpf6> - Charcter Class Definton
pf7> - Pattern/Action/State Definition

<pf8> - C Declarations
(p16> - Save Auto Tag Definition File

MS: -F'6 applcat ion

Figure 7-2 Autotag - IISS SGML Auto Tagging Facility

The name of the specification file that you will define or
edit must first be typed in. This name will be typed into the
field for the Auto Tag Definition File. After entering the file
name and pressing the <PFl6> key (LOAD), the file you entered
will be loaded for use in the Tagger specification forms. The
<ENTER> key will load the specification file into the system for
you if that file exists. If a new specification is being
started the template file for the appropriate word processor
must be loaded. When <ENTER> is pressed the file is saved. The
functions available to you are:

PF5 State Definition
PF6 Character Class Definition
PF7 Pattern/Action/State Definition
PF8 C Declarations
PF16 Save Auto Tag Definition File

Each function has a Program Function (PF) Key defined to
it. By pressing the PF Key for the desired specification (or
function) you will only have to press a single key.

Each of the specification screens operate in a consistent
manner. Each screen has a field at the top for entering new
data, a field at the bottom of each group to indicate the end of
the group, and a repeating field in the middle to display
previously entered data.
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Placing the cursor on a field and pressing an action key,
<PF> key, allows you to modify the field by invoking a more
detailed screen for the selected action. The content of the
bottom field is not part of the specification and cannot be
edited. Pressing <ENTER> adds the contents of the new data
field to the group. Fields can be deleted by moving the cursor
to the desired field and pressing <DELETE> (PF??).

Syntax checking is provided for each specification screen
in order to shorten the amount of time needed to create a valid
LEX program.

7.4.1.1 State Definition

The State Definition function is used to list and define
states which are used in pattern/state and action definitions.
States are used to signify that:

1.) a certain event has occurred

2.) specifications can be created which allow only
certain actions to occur in certain states

For example, when a text SECTION <number> is recognized, the
state SECTION will be set to an "on". A specification could
then be defined which would recognize Section Titles (defired by
<center><underline> formatting codes) only when the state
SECTION was set on.

States are identifiers and may appear in any order. If a
state is used in the pattern/state and action definitions
without being defined in the State Definition Form, a warning is
issued. A comment field is provided for each state entered in
the State Definition form.
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SS L Auto agging Faci Lity
State Definition

<enter> - Select

State

MSG :  
appIcat ion

Figure 7-3 State Definition Screen - Select

Select <ENTER> This action will pass the user into the a
second form.
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IISS CML Auto Tagging 'acility
State Definition

<enter> - Insert/Update
<pfl2> - Delete

State

MSG: - appIcation

Figure 7-4 State Definition Screen - Other Options

Insert/Update <ENTER> This action will insert new data or
update existing data in the state
definition.

Delete <PFl2> This action will delete the state
definition listed.

7.4.1.2 Character Class Definition

The Character Class Definition form is used to list and
define character class names and their regular expression
definitions. The character class name serves as a mnemonic for
the word processing formatting code. These class names are
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used in the pattern definitions in place of a regular
expression. All character class names must be defined in this
form befor they are used in a pattern. If the character class
is not defined in this form, a warning will be issued.

IISS SGML Auto Tagging Facility
Character Class Definition

<enter> - Select

Character Class Regular Expression Definition

bold on
bold off
und on
und-off
supon
sup off
sub on
sub off
aux on
aux off
dx tilde ">"
dx-1 brace 'I;"
dx r brace
dx bar

M?: [ol applcation,

Figure 7-5 Character Class Definition - Select
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IISS SGML Auto Tagging Facility
Character Class Definition

<enter> - Insert/Update
<pfl2> - Delete

Character Class

Regular Expression Definition

MSG: [- applcation

Figure 7-6 Character Class Definition - Other Options

7.4.1.3 Pattern/Action/State Definition

The Pattern/Action/State Definition function is used to

list patterns and actions. The syntax of patterns is provided

in the next section. An action is any valid C statement that

normally occurs in the body of a procedure. The special C

action "ECHO;" causes the contents of the input buffer to 
be
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output without formatting information. The special C action
"BEGIN state name;" sets the current state to the specified
state name. -The current state name is reset if the state name
is "0".

IISS SGML Auto Tagging Facility
Pattern/Action/State Definition

<enter> - Select

Pattern Action

/* anything else */

MS -: [- l  applcation

Figure 7-7 Pattern/Action/State Definition - Select
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IISS SGML Auto Tagging Facility
Pattern/Action/State Definition

<enter> - Insert/Update/Select (Action or State)

<pfl2> - Delete

Pattern

Action

State

MSG: Fu applcation

Figure 7-8 Pattern/Action/State Definition - Other Options

IISS SGML Auto Tagging Facility

C Code

<enter> - Insert/Update
<pfl2> - Delete

Code

MSG: F- enterd applcat ion

Figure 7-9 C Code
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7.4.1.4 C Declarations

This C definition form is used to insert C statements for
the LEX module yylex, this module name is a unique name to the
Lexical Writer and should not be changed. C statements are used
to define variables referenced in actions and to perform
initialization of the output document file. For example, you
might wish to output several taqs before beginning the Tagger
processing of your word processing file.

IISS SGML Auto Tagging Facility
C Declarations Section

<enter> - Select

Code

MSG: r-I applction

Figure 7-10 C Declarations Section

7.4.1.4.1 Pattern Specification Syntax

Patterns represent elements of a document that are to be
tagged. These patterns consist of strings and operators. A
string is a sequence of printable characters. An operator is
one of the following characters:

"1 \ I I] - ? -* + I ( ) $ / ( )% <>

The characters <space>, <> (angle brackets), ^ (karat), %
(percent), and $ (dollar sign) are special reserved characters
to LEX and should be enclosed in double quotes or preceded by a
backslash. Warnings will be issued for improper use of these
characters.
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7.4.1.5 Save Auto Tag Definition File

The Save Auto Tag Definition File function is used to save
the defined Autotag data. The selection of this function will
return you to the previous screen form.

7.4.2 The Lexical Writer

The Lexical Writer of the EDS uses the specification
defined in the Autotag utility. The Lexical Writer is not
accessed in the IISS. This component is invoked on the command
line, i.e. a '$' prompt:

LEX specificationname.L <RETURN>

This component of the EDS Tagger will create a C program,
LEXxx.C. The C program name is specified by the system; the
name LEXxx.C is the actual name assigned that C program.

7.4.3 Run-Time Processor

You now have a C program from the Lexical Writer. This
program must now be compiled and linked. The command:

CC LEXxx <RETURN>

will compile the application and create and object file,
LEXxx. OBJ.

The application must now be linked. The command:

LINK LEXxx, [dxtag]dstag/i=(DX,DXPRE) <RETURN>

will link the application. The directory [dxtag] and library
dxtag contain the runtime support modules for DECDX document
taggers.

The application is ready to run to tag a document in SGAL.
This application will take the word processor file name that you
supply and tag it. The C program LEXxx will write the newly
tagged file into the file name that you specify. The
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following is the command to enter to begin the application.

RUN LEXxx <RETURN>

Two input fields will appear on the screen. They are:

file?
out?

you must enter the word processor filename in the file input
field. The input for the out field is a filename for the SGML
tagged document, so whatever name you input here will become the
newly tagged and parsed SGML document file name.

The application is built for the specification defined in
Autotag. The Run-time application tags the document and parses
it also. The former word processor document is now an SGML
tagged document for your u. .
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SECTION 8

GRAPHICS SUPPORT

8.1 EDS and Graphics

EDS is used to combine text and graphics into a single,
cohesive, integrated document. This eliminates the need for
manually "cutting and pasting" the graphics into the text.
There are several externally generated graphics that can be
included in an EDS document. You can use IISS screen dumps, you
can use Apple MacIntosh MacPaint files, you can use SDRC I-DEAS
files, and other formatted (human readable) Postcript files for
inclusion in an EDS document.

8.2 IISS Screen Dumps

The EDS was developed to assist the user in conforming to
documentation standards and to integrate text and graphics. EDS
is automatically capable of using certain keyboard character
sequences to capture IISS screen dumps. There is a character
sequence which can be used for capturing these IISS screens,
<CTRL p>.

The <CTRL p> character sequence captures IISS screen dumps
in either the Postscript format or the ASCII file format. The
EDS has certain links defined for it. The link for your account
and/or your application may be defined for the Postscript format
or the ASCII format. You must be correctly linked to the
PSPRINT routine from DEVDRV in order to produce the Postscript
pictures from the IISS screens. Please note that you may be
able to save these IISS screens but, in order to print them
there must be a printer that supports Postscript available to
you.

8.3 Apple MacIntosh MacPaint Files

The generation of Apple MacPaint graphics for the general
computer user has been widespread in the industry. However, as
with most of these independent systems there has been no easy
way to include these graphics into documents. The EDS was
developed to include externally generated graphics into the EDS
document. The MacIntosh MacPaint files are converted to a
language that the EDS can process, this language is Postscript.
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The content of and the format of the converted file is based on
the EPSF structure conventions documented by Adobe Systems,
Incorporated. This convention is available from Adobe Systems,
Incorporated and Structural Dynamics Research Corporation.

An EDS application program, the MPEPSF translator, is
available for the Apple MacIntosh that translates and converts
MacPaint files to an encapsulated Postcript file (EPSF). This
application must be executed on the Apple MacIntosh. The
translation of the MacPaint files is not dependent on the IISS
nor on any additional EDS components.

This EPSF file is an ASCII text file containing Postscript
language statements that describe the MacPaint file. EPSF
files can be transferred to the VAX via a communication package
and then used in an EDS document.

8.3.1 MacPaint File

The icon driven software available on the Apple MacIntosh
is used by the user to create and save a MacPaint file. The
conversion program is selected from the MacIntosh menu.

8.3.2 MPEPSF

Now that you are in the MPEPSF application, you can convert
a MacPaint file. The MacPaint document can be viewed by
selecting the OPEN menu item from the FILE function. The name
of the MacPaint file must be selected for any processing to
continue.

Conversion of the MacPaint file is begun by selecting the
CONVERT item from the FILE function. An output file name must
be supplied by you before the file is converted. After the file
is converted, exit from the MPEPSF application by selecting the
QUIT item from the FILE menu.

8.3.3 File Transfer

The converted file must be sent to the VAX. Any file
transfer program that is available to you should work for this
file trasfer, i.e. Kermit. Apple MacTerminal, Red Ryder. The
converted and transferred file is ready for printing to any
Postscript compatible print device.
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8.3.4 Print

The use of these files in an EDS document requires an
include statement in the document source. The syntax for this
is contained in the figure markup statements for the figure:

<figure>
<graphic file = "filename.epsf" place="fixed"

</graphic>

</figure>

See Appendix C for an example of a marked up EDS source
document.

These files require the following print qualifiers for the
VAX when printing as an individual graphic and not in an EDS
document:

/NOHEAD
/NOTRAIL
/NOFLAG
/NOBURST
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SECTION 9

EDS FORMATTER

9.1 Formatting the EDS Document

The EDS Formatter reads an SGML tagged document, one
successfully run through the SGML Parser, and uses the
formatting information contained in the Document Profile to
determine the layout or format style of the document. Formatter
output is in the form of Postscript language statements. These
statements, when recognized by a Postscript output device, will
format the document as defined in the DTD, the Document Profile,
and the SGML Parser. These Postscript commands are printed and,
also, stored in a file. The EDS Formatter also inserts the
graphics into the formatted text.

9.2 EDSFMT

This is the program module of the EDS that formats the
document. The user must log into the IISS with a valid user id
and account. The IISS Function Screen will appear on the screen
after successful logon. Place the cursor on the Function field,
enter EDSFMT, and press <ENTER>. The EDS Document Formatter
Screen will appear next. The Document Formatter Screen is forms
based and has input fields for the input filename, the Document
Profile, and the output filename.

Oocu..,. Forsc t.,

€ hl P il.e

Figure 9-1 Document Formatter Screen
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The input fields on the screen are Document Name, Document
Prcrile, and Output File.

Document Name: This is the name of the Parsed file,
reference Section 6, not the the name of
the document text file.

Do oment Profile: This is the name of the Document Profile
to use for the formatting requirements
on this document.

Ou!;)ut File: This is the name of the generated output
file from the formatter process, i.e.
filename.out.

The.;e input fields must be entered in order to successfully
format a document. An incorrect filename or Document Profile
name will return an error message to the screen. You will then
no,-I to re-enter the necessary input. The <ENTER> key will
co:-,plete the form and begin the format process.

After the document has been formatted another form will
a: .Ur. This form will ask you if you want to print the output.
T -|etalult assignment for this message is 'YES', a press of the
ci: SR key wiii send the formatted document to a print device.
A ':.)' response will bring you back to the previous form and the
Qt,*! key <'PF4 -- will also bring you back to the previous form,
t i7 Document Formatter Screen.

You have now successfully formatted a document. Your
dcc<nment includes externally generated graphics.
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APPENDIX A

EDS DTDBLD Document Type Definition

The following pages are computer listings of a document
type definition.
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DEMO.DTD - Document Type Definition for Demo Documents

This Document Type Definition should be used for all ICAM
documents written by IISS coalition members. Please do not
make any changes to this document.

Created : 15-November-1987 St.-e parker
Revised : 15-November-1987 Steve B ker

<IDOCTYPE demodoc I

(!-- Define a list of entity refs that can be used for long string names -- >

(!ENTITY ADL "Application Definition Language" >
(!ENTITY Al :Application Interface"
<'ENTITY AP "Application Process" >
<!ENTITY CDC "Control Data Corpora-ir." >
<!EN7!TY CK "Configuration Management" >
,!ENTITY CDM "Common Data Model" >
<!ENTITY DM "Documentation Management" >
<IENTITY DS "Developiment Specification" >
<!ENTITY EDS "Electronic Documentation Syste-" )
<!ENTITY rD "Form Definition" >
<!ENTITY FDFE "Forms Driven form Editor" >
(!ENTITY FDL "Forms Definition Language' >
(!ENTITY rE "form Ed',or" >
(IENTITY FLAN: "Forms Language Compiler" >
<!ENTITY FP "Horm Processor" >
<!ENTITY IISS "Integrated Information Support System" >
<!ENTITY ISO "International Standards Orignization" >
(!ENTITY LOS "Layout Optimization System" >
<ENTITY NDDL "Nuetral Data Definition Language" >
f!ENTITY NDML "Nuetral Data Manipulation Language" )
<!ENTITY NTM "Network Transaction Manager" >
<!ENTITY OS "Operating System" >
(!ENTITY PS "Product Specification" >
(IENTITY SDRC "Structural Dynamics Research Corporation" >
<!ENTITY SGrL "Standard Generalized Markup Language" >
<!ENTITY TOC "Table of Contents" >
<!ENTITY UI "User Interface" )
(!ENTITY UIMS "User Interface Management System" >
<!ENTITY UIS "User Interface Services" >
<!ENTITY UTP "Unit Test Plan" >
<!ENTITY VT "Virtual Terminal" >

<I-- Define Document Markup for a DEMO Document -- >

<IELEMENT demodoc o o (body) >
(:ELEMENT body - - (hdl, (para0 paral I para2 I para3 I para4 I figure
(IELEMENT hdl - o (IPCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT parto - O (OPCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT paral - o (IPCDATA) )
CIELEMENT para2 - o (IPCDATA) )
(!ELEMENT para3 - O (OPCDATA) >
IELEMENT para4 - o (SPCDATA) >

(!ELEMENT figurp - - ((figbody I graphic I report) , figdesc?) >
(IELEMENT figdesc - - (fioref?, fignum?, figtitle) >
(IELEMENT figref - o (#PCDATA) >
CIELEMENT fignum - o (IPCDATA) )
-' r"ENT figtitle - o (IPCDATA) >

<rLrCM!N1 list - - (item)* >
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<!ELEMENT item - 0 (OPCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT report - - (OPCDATA)>
(!ELEMENT graphic - - (OPCDATA)>
(IELEMENT figbody - - (OPCDATA)>

(!-- Define Attributes -- >

<!ATTLIST graphic file CDATA *REQUIRED
fmt (epsf I ipic) epsf"
place (fixed I float) "float"
posx (left I center I right) -center"
posy (top I middle I bottor I any) "middle"
width NMTOKENS
depth NMTO'ES '5. 511"
border NMTOFENS N ON E
shadow NMTOKENS

(!ATTLIS7 report file CDATA OREQUIRED
frt (text) "text" >
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APPENDIX B

EDS Unit Test Plan Parsed Document

The following pages are computer listings of an EDS unit test
plan manual that has been parsed.
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(ICAMUTP I
(FRONT)I
I COVPG I
I SYSTTL)
(TTL)INTEGRATED INFORMATION SUPPORT SYSTEM (I155)
I/TTL)
I /SYSTTL;
I DOCTTL)
ITTLIUSER INTERFACL/VIRTUAL TERMINAL INTERFACE (UI/VTI)
I /TTL I
ITTL)COMPIJTER PROGRAM UNIT TEST PLAN
I/TTL)
LTTLICONFIGURATION ITEM: ZOS SGML Parser
I/TTL)
/DOCTTL I
IDOCDATE]31 March 1988
I /DOCDATE]
IRECBLR I
I RECTTL)IPREPARED FOR:
I /RECTTL)
(ALINE ISYSTRAN CORPORATION
[/ALINE)
IALINEI4126 LINDEN AVE.
I/ALINE)
[ALINE)DAYTON, OHIO 45432-3068
[ /ALINE)I
I/RECBLR I
[SNODBLYC
ISNDTTL IPREPARED BY:
[/SNDTTL)
(ALINEISTRUCTURAL DYNAMICS RESEARCH CORPORATION
I /ALINE)
(ALINE12000 EASTMAN DRIVE
( /ALINE]I
(ALINE]MILFORD. OHIO 451S0
I/ALINE)
I /SNOBLYK
I /COVPGI
CONTENTS)

ITTL)TABLE OF CONTENTS
(/1'TL)
ITTL2 Page
( /TTL2 I
IXSECTNO)SECTION 1.0
I /XSECTNO)
IXSECTNM)GENERAL.........................................
I /XSECTNM)
IPGNO)1-1
I/PGODI
IXCHAPNO11.1
I /XCH.APNO I
IXCHAPNM) Purpose....................................
I /XCKAPNM)
IPGNOI1-1
1/PGNO)
IXCJIAPNO)I .2
I/XCHAPNOJ
(XCHAPNMI Project References ............
I /XCHAPNM I
SPGOD11-1
I/PGO)
(ICRAPNO)1.3
I /XCRAPNO)
IXCHAPNM) Terms and Abbreviations .........
I 'RCIIAPNMI
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I PGNO II-2
I/PGNO)
IXSECTNOJSECTION 2.0
I /XSECTNO I
IXSECTNMIDEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY ............
(,'XSECTNM)
IPGN012-1
(/PGNO)
IXCHAPNO]2 .1
I IXCKAPNO I
(XCKAPNMI Statemtent of Protest Activity.......
[/X CHAPNMI
(PGNO)2-1
(/PGNO]
IXCHAPNO)2.2
I /XCHAPNO I
(XCHAPNMI Pretest Activity Results .........
I /XCHAPNP )
(PGNO)2-1
1/PGNOI
(XSECTNO)SECTION 3.0
I /XSECTNO)
(XSECTN.JZYSTEM DESCRIPTION .............
I /XSECTNM)
(PGNOI3-1
I/PGNOI
IXCKAPNO 13.1
I /XCNAPNO]
(XCHAPNKU System Description ............
1 /XCHAPNI
I PGNO] 3-1
1/PGNO]
IXCHAPNOJ 3.2
f/XCHAPNO]
(XCHAPNM] Testing Schedule .............
(/XCNAPN.I
(PGNO]3-l
1/PGNO)
(XCHAPNO)3.3
I /XCHAPNO 3
(XCHAPNM3 First LoCation Testing ..........
(/XCNAPNM~I
IPGNO13-l
1/PGNO)
(XCHAPNO)3 .4
(/XCHAPNO)
IXCHAPNMiI Subsequent Location Testing........
I /XCHANM)
I PGNOI 3-2
I/PGNO1
(XSECTNO3SECTION 4.0
I /XSECTNO I
IXSECTNP )spECIriCATIONS ANqD EVALUATIONS .......
I /XSECTNMI
(PGNOI4-1
j/PGNO)
IXCNAPNOI4.1
I /ICKAPNO)
IXCRAPNM) Test Specifications............
I /XCKAPNN 3
IPGNOI4-1
I /PONO 1
IXCRAPNO)4.2
I /XCRAPNOJ
IZCKAFNAJ Test Methods and Constraints .......
I /XCIAPNM 1
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I PGNO)4-1
I /PGNO 1
I AcmAPNO 14 .3
I /XCHAPNO 1
[XCHAPNMfl Test Progression .............
I /XCHAPN'1
I PGNO 14-2
I/,PGNO!
1 xcmAPNO 4 .3
I /XCHAPNO]
tXCHAPNMI1 Test Evaluation ..............
I /XCHAPNM I
(PGNO 14-2
(/PGNOI
IXSECTNOIS--CTION 5.0
I /XSECTNO)
[XSECTNMITEST PROCEDURES...............
1 /XSECTNM)
I PGNO15-l
I /PGNO]
XC1IAPNO 15.1
I /XCHAPNO 1
IXCHAPNM.1 Test Description .............
I /XCHAPNI
IPGNOI5-l
1/PGNO 1
XCHAPNO 15.2
I/C AP NO)

IXCHAPNM1 Test Control ...............
[/XCHAPNM
I PGNO5-1
I/PGNO)
jxCmAPNO 15. 3
(/XCHAPNO]
IXCHAPN.] Test Procedures .............
I/XCHAPN' 3
PGNOIS-1
I /PGNO)
JL! STAPPX I

TTL lAppendi ces
I/TTL)
I XAPPNO IA-1
I /XA PPNO I
(XAPPNM1Valid SGML Validation Suite Test Documents
(/XAPPNM I
PGNO IA-2

1/PGNO]
IXAPPNOID-2
I/XAPPNO)
IXAPPNM)Invalid SGML Validation Suite Test Documents
I/XAPPNMI
(PGNO IS-i
I/PGNO)
I /L! STAPPX)
I /CONTZNTS)
[ /FRONT)
(BODY)
ISECT)
ISECTMOISECTION 1
j/UECThO)
I SECT'NM IGZNZAL
1 /SECTNM I
(CRAP)
ICIIAPNO 11.1
I /CMNPNOI
I Cvi~rN)purp~s*
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/CHAPNMI
POIThis Unit Test Plan (UTP) establishes the methodology and procedures
ised to adequately test the capabilities of the computer program identified
i the SGML Parser. The SGML Parser is one configuration item of the
integrated Information Support System (IISS) Electronic Documentation System (ED
I /P
I/CHAP)
ICHAP I
ltHAPNOii.2
I/CHAPNO)
(CHAPNM]Project References
I/CHAPNM)
ILI STI

ilkl] Systran,
(ULIICAM Documentation Standards
(/ULl,
IDS150120000C, 5 September 1983.
I/Il1
(ll]\i2] International Organization for Standardization,
[UL]Information Processing - Text and Office Systems -
Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)
I/UL], ISO 8879,
15 October 1986.

I/Il
Ili\[31 International Organization for Standardization,
IUL)Office
Document Architecture/Office Document Interchange
format
I/ULl, ISO/DP 8613/1-6, October 1985 (Draft).

1/11)
ill\4l American National Standards Institute,
[UL]American
National Standard for Information Systems - Computer
Graphics - Metafile for the Storage and Transfer of
Picture Description Information
[/ULl, ANSI X/3.122-1986,
August 2?, 1986.
Il]l

1llltl5] Structural Dynamics Research Corporation,
IUL]Form
Processor User's Manual
[/ULI, UtM 620244200A, 16 February 1987.
[/11)
lIll\16] Structural Dynamics Research Corporation,
[ULlVirtual
Terminal Operator Guide
[/UL), O 620244000A, 16 February 1987.
I/Il
1111\171 M.E. Leak,
[ULILEX - Lexical Analyzer Generator, IS
Workbench for VA.X/VMS Programmers Guide
I/uLl.
I/Il I
1Ill\181 Structural Dynamics Research Corporation,
[UL]rorm
Processor Development Specification
I/tl,, DS 620244700A, 16 February 1987

ILI ST)
I/CHAP)
ICHAP I
I CHAPNOI. 3
(/CHAPNO)
ICIIAPNM]Terms and Abbreviations
I/CHAPNMJ
ILiSTI
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112]
rUL(American Stanoard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII)
I/UL ).
The character set defined by ANSI x3.4 and used by most computer
vendor F.
1/12]
II
[ULIAt !bute
[/UL]: A characteristic used to qualify an element
within a document.
1/121
(12]

(ULICharacter Set
[/ULL: A mapping of a character repertoire onto a
code set such that each character is associated with its coded
representation.
1/121
112]
Jta]Compound Document
I/ULj: A document which may contain mixed
content (text, graphics. etc:).
I/12]
12)
[ULIComputer Graphics Metafile (CGM)
[/IUL]: A standard file format
for the storage and retrieval of pi-ture description
information.
I/I"]
12]
[ULIComputer Program Configuration Item (CPCI)
(/UL]: An aggregation
of corputer programs or any of their discrete portions, which
satisfies an end-use function.

112]

(ULIConforming SGML Application
(/UL]: An SGML application that
requires documents to be conforming SGML documents, and whose
documentation meets the requirements of this International
Standard.
1/121
121
[UL]Context-Directed Editor

[/UL]: An EDS application which guides
the user through the process of document creation and revision
by using the document type definition as a model for which
logical elements may be included in the document.
1/12]
(121
[ULDescriptive Markup
,/UL): Information added to a document that
enables an application program to process the document.
(/121
(12]
(UL]Document Type Definition 1DTD)
(/ULI: Rules determined by an
application that apply SGML to the markup of documents of a
particular type. A document type definition includes a formal
specification, expressed in a document type declaration, of the
element types, element relationships and attributes, and
references that can be represented by markup. It thereby

defines the vocabulary of the markup for which $GML defines the
syntax. A DTD can also include comments that describ- the
semantics of elements and attributes, and any application
conventions.
(/121
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1121
[UL)Electronic Documentation System (D!)
I/ULl: An integrated set
of software tools and application programs wbich operate upon a
document through various stages of a document life cycle
consisting of editing (creating/revising), formatting, imaging,
storag, and transfering.
(/22J
(12]
[UL Ilement
[/ULI: A component of the hierarchical structure defined
by a document type definition; it is identified in a document
instance by descriptive markup, usually a start-tag and end-tag.
1/121(12)
(ULIElement Declaration
IlUL): A markup declaration that contains
the formal specification of the part of an element type
definition that deals with the content and markup minimization.
1/121
112)
IUL)Entity
[/ULl: A collection of characters that can be referenced
as a unit.
1/121
112]
[ULlEntity Declaration
I/UL]: A markup declaration that assigns an SGML iname
to an entity so that it can be referenced.
1/12)
1121
(ULlEntity Reference
[/UL): A reference that is replaced by an entity.
(/12]
112)
(ULIrield
J/UL]: Two-dimensional space on a terminal screen.
1/12]
(Z2]
tUL)Form
[/UL): A structured view which may be imposed on windows or
other forms. A form is composed of fields. These fields may be
defined as forms, items, or windows.
1/123
112)
tUL]Form Definition (D)
[/tiLl: Form definition Language after
compilation. It is read at run-time by the Form Processor.
1/121
(121
[ULI7orm Definition Language (FDL)
SfULl: The language in which
electronic forms are defined.
1/121
1121
[uLIForm Editor (FE)
(/UL): A subset of the T1SS User Interface that
is used to create definitions of forms. The FE consists of the
Forms Driven Form Editor and the Forms Language Compiler.
[/12]
1121
lULIForm Hierarchy
(1/Ll: A graphic representation of the way in
which forms, items, and windows are related to their parent
form.
1/12I
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1121
[ULlrorm Language Compiler (FLAN)
(/ULI: A subset of the FE that
cons:sts of a batch process that accepts a series of form
definition language statements and produces fo-m dtfinition
files as output.
1/121
[12]
IUL]Form Processor (FP)
I/UL]: A subset of the 7ISS User Interface
that consists of a set of callable execution-time routines
available to an application program for form processing.
[/12)
(12)
[UL]rorms Driven Form Editor (FOFE)
[/VL]: A subset of the FE which
consists of a forms-driven application used to create Form
Definition files interactively.
fill)1121

(UL]Generir Identifier
[/UL): A name that identifies the element type of an
element.
1/12]
1121
IUL)GI
I/UL]: Generic Identifier.
[/121[1I2]1121
(UL)IISS Function Screen
[/UL]: The first screen that is displayed
after logon. It allows the user to specify the function to
access and the device type and device name on which to work.
[/12)
1121
IULIntegrated Information Support System (CiSS)
[/UL): A test
computing environment used to investigate, dem natrate, and test
the concepts of information management and information
integration in the context of Aerospace Manufacturing. The IISS
addresses the problems of integration of data resident on
heterogeneous data bases supported by heterogeneous computers
interconnected via a Local Area Network.
1/12)
l121

IUL]Item
I/UL): A non-decomposable area of a form in which
hard-coded descriptive text may be placed and the only defined
areas where user data may be input/output.
1/12]
1121

[UL]Layout Style
(/UL]: The specification of format and presentation
for logical elements.
1/121

IUL[Layout Structure
1/ULl: The hierarchy of all layout elements
(pages, frames, blocks, etc.) for a document.
1/12)
121
(ULILogical Structure
/fULl: The hierarchy of all logical elements
(paragraphs, sections, etc.) within a document.
(/12)

B2-
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(ULIMarkup
(fUL]: Text that is added to the data of a document in order to convey
information about it.
1/12)

JUL markup Minimization
I/UL]: A feature of SGML that allc-,, markup to be
minimized by shortening or omitting tags, or shortening entity references.
[1ill
1121
(ULIMestage
[IULI: Descriptive text which may be returned in the
standard message line on the terminal screen. Messages are used
to warn of errors or provide other user information.
1/12)11;21

(ULIMessage Line
I/ULl: A line on the terminal screen that is used
to display messages.
1/12]
1121
lUL)lOperating System (OS)
[/ULl: Software supplied with a computer
which allows it to supervize its own operations and manage
access to hardware facilities such as memory and peripherals.
1/121

lUL]Page
1/UL): Instance of forms in windows that are created
whenever a form is added to a window.

(112

[ULiPaging and Scrolling

1/UL): A method which allows a form to
contain more data than can be displayed at one time with
provisions for viewing any portion of the data'buffer.
1/12]

(UL Parser
[/UL): An application program that determines how closely
a document conforms to a document type definition which defines
a specific documentation standard.
1/121
112]
(ULlPhysical Device
(/UL]: A hardware terminal.
(/12]
I(2)
(ULlPrevious Cursor Position
(/ULI: The position of the cursor when
the previous edit command was issued.
1/12]
112)
(ULlOualified Name
(/ULl: The name of a forr., Item, or window
preceded by the hierarchy path so that it is uniquely
identified.
(/12)
112)
JUl)Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)
[/VL]: A language
for describing document structures, consisting of descriptive
markup which is added to a document to indicate where logical
elements such as sections and paragraphs begin and end.
1/12)

2lll
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[ULISubform
I/ULI: A form that is used within another form.
1/12)
112)
JULITag
[/AL1: Descriptive markup indicating the start or end of a
logical element.

1121
[ULlTagger
I/UL]: An application program which provides a mchanism
for automatically tagging existing documents which have been
created by word processing systems.
1/12]
112)
JUL}User Interface (UT)
[/UL): IISS subsystem that controls the
user's terminal and interfaces with the rest of the system. The
Ul consists of two major subsystems: The User Interface
Development Ssitem (UIDS) and the User Interface Management
Syste,, (UIMS).
1/121
[12]
(UL]User Interface Management System (UIMS)
[/UL]: The run-time Ul.
It consists of the Form Processor, Virtual Terminal, Application
Interface, the User Interface Services, and the Text Editor.
1/12)
(12]
[UL]User Interface Services (UIS)
/UL]: A subset of the I1sS User

Interface that consists of a package of routines that aid users
in controlling their environment. It includes message
management, change password, and application definition
services.
1/121
112)
[ULlUser Interface/Virtual Terminal Interface (Ul/VTI)
I/UL):
Another name for the User Interface.
1/12)

[UL]Virtual Terminal (VT)
(/UL: A subset of the IISS User Interface
that performs the interfacing between different terminals and
the U1. This is done by defining a specific set of terminal
features and protocols which must be supported by the U!
software which constitutes the virtual terminal definition.
Specific terminals are then mapped against the virtual terminal
software by specific software modules written for each type of
real terminal supported.
(/12)

IULIVirtual Terminal Interface (VTI)
(/UL]: The callable interface
to the VT.
(/12)
112)a
IULlWindow
I/UL]: Dynamic area of a terminal screen on which
redefined forms may be placed at run-time.
/12]

Lt 11window manager
I "']- A fA'7ility which allows the following to
ie vpI%,irleted: size and location cf windows, the device on
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which an application is running, the position of a form within a
window. It is part of the Form Processor.
I/121
i/LIST)
I/CHAP)
I/SECT)
ISECTI
ISECTNOISECTION 2
I/SECTNO]
ISECTNMIDEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY
I/SECTNMI
ICHAP)
ICHAPNO)2.1
I/CHAPNO)
[CHAPNM]Statement of Pretest Activity
(I/CHAPNMI
[PODuring system development, the computer programs were tested
progressively. Functionality was incrementally tested, and as bugs were
discovered by this testing, the software was corrected.
I "P I
( C)The starting point for the development of the EDS SGML Parser was a
Parser implementation for the MS-DOS operating system developed by the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) as part of the CALS initiative. For EDS, the Parser
was ported from MS-DOS to the operating systems supported by IISS. As the
code was ported, changes were made to eliminate the use of temporary files,
fix minor bugs, and add additional functionality needed to support EDS.
I/Pol
IP0]The NB$ also developed an SGML Parser validation suite consisting of
a number of files that test specific functionality outlined in the SGML
standard (ISO 8879). The validation suite will serve as the basis for
the EDS SGML Parser Unit Test Plan.
I/PoI
I/CHAP)
iCHAP]
ICHAPNO]2.2
I/CHAPNO1
ICHAPNMIPretest Activity Results
5/CHAPNM]
[P0lThe EDS SGML Parser successfully passed the NBS validation suite. A few
minor errors were found in the validation suite files themselves and these
were corrected.
I/Po0
I/CHAP]
[/SECT]
ISECT)
ISECTNOISECTION 3
I/SECTNO]
JSECTN.)SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
I/SECTNMJ
[CHAP)
ICHAPNO 3.1
I/CHAPNO]
ICHAPNM System Description
I/CHAPNM]
IPOIThe SGML Parster is the component of the Electronic Documentation System
that validates the logical structure of a document against a previously built
SGML Document Type Definition. It insures that the descriptive markup in the
document conforms to the set of rules defined by the DTD. The DTD determines
what generic identifiers are valid at any point in the document and how-mlany
times they may occur.
(/POI
(P0JIn addition to validating the markup, the Parser also converts the document
to its fully marked up state by processing all Entity references, Attributes,
and expands all minimized generic identifiers found within the document.
I /POI
I/CHAP]
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[CHAPI
(CHAPNO13.2
I/CHAPNC)
(CHAPNMITesting Schedule
I/CHAPNMI
jP0]Sjnce the NOS validation suite is the basis for the Parser test Vlan,
elecution of this unit test plan is not dependent upon any other components
of either ZDS or ZISS.
I/PD]
I /CiiAP]
ICHAP)
ICHAPNO)3.3
I/CHAPNO)
ICHAPNMIFirst Location Testing
I/CHAPNM)
IPCIThese tests of the SGML Parser require the following:
I/p0)
(LIST)
|I'Equipment: Air Force VAX, terminals supported by the Virtual Terminal
I!
I/I

" ISupport Software: C run-time libraries
d/I1
If]
I /11
IllPersonnel: one integrator familiar with EDSI/Il

1/11

II)Training: the EDS User Manual has been previously deliveredI/Il
CII
(/I)

[IDeliverables: the SGrL Parser CPCII/Il
IS

(I]Test materials: All tests are run using the NBS SGML validation
suite files

I/I!

IllSecurity Considerations: None.
I/I}
lI
C/I !

I/LIST)
I/CHAP 
(CHAP)
ICKAPN013.4
[/CHAPNO]
(CHAPNM)Subsequent Location Testing
[/CHAPNMI
CPC]The requirements listed above must be met. The Command procedure
PAPVAL.COM can be run to execute the entire NOS SGML validation suite.
The output file PAPVAL.TST can then be compared using the VAX D1FF
command to the file PAPVAL.SAV under IISS CM to insure that the unit
test ran correctly.
I/Pc)
I /CRtAP
I/UCTI
19ECT)
ISECTNOIS!CTION 4
I '!"rTNO)
IS7rCNM).SP2CITICATIONS AND EVALUATIONS
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I /SECTNM)
I CHAP I
ICHAPNO14.1
(/CHAPNO]
ICHAPNMITest Specification
I/CHAPNM]
(POIThe Unit Test Plan is based on covering specific functionality of the
SGML Parser as outlined i7 the EDS Development Specification (DS) and the
SGML ISO 8879 reference manua).
C/P01
(PO]The Parser is tested by using the input files of the NBS validation
suite. These files were developed to test the level of conformance
and the correctness of Parser implementations to the SGML standard.
Each validation suite test file tests one specific feature of the standard.
The first set of files, listed in Appendix A and starting with the letter
G, tests sequences of SGML language statements that are valid. No errors
should be detected by the Parser when parsing any of the valid test cases.
The second set of files, listed in Appendix 8 and starting with the
letter 1, are test sequences of SGML language statements that are invalid
and sho.ld produce an error when they are parsed. To execute the validation
suite, each file can be parsed individuzl'y by the tester, or a command
procedure PAPVAL.COr. can be executed to parse all files at once.
I/P0]
IP01The validation suite Is the Unit Test for the EDS SGML Parser. The
objective of the test is to insure that the SGML Parser parses all
validation suite files in the correct manner.
(/PO]
C/CHAP)
ICHAP]
ICHAPNO]4.2
I/CHAPNO]
ICHAPNM]Testing Methods and Constraints
(/CHAPNM]
IP0]The tests outlined in Section 5 can be executed in any order. The required
Input is given for each test In the form of a validation suite test file name.
A list of the test files are given
in Appendices A A B. Appendix A contains those tests that should run
without error, while Appendix B contains those tests that should produce
an error.
I/PC)
IPOIThe tester can either manually parse one file at a time, or run a command
file to execute the entire validation suite. The name of this
command file is PAPVAL.COM and is under IISS Configuration Management.
I/P
IPlIN: additional constraints are placed on this unit test
besides those listed in Sections 5.2 and 3.3 of this document.
I/PC)
[/CHAP]
[CHAP)
JCHAPNO]4.3
I/CHAPNO)
[CRAPNM]Test Progression
I/CHAPNMI
IPOIThe validation suite test files may be executed in any order.
I/P I

I /CLAP]
(CRAP]
ICHAPNO)4.4
(/CHAPNO)
ICA PNRITest Evaluation
I /CKAPNM ]
IPOIThe NBS validation suite test files are divided into two categories -
test documents that should parse without error, and test documents that
are invalid and should produce an error. The files that begin with the letter
G should NOT produce any errors. The files that begin with the letter I
SHOULD produce an error message.
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l/PO
(POIThe test results are evaluated by checking the Parser output to make sure
that no error messages have been generated for G files and that error
messages are generated for all I files.
I /PO I
[PO]The SG11L Parser will stop parsing the test document and generate an error
message of the form ERROR:... when an error In the document is foind. The
accuracy of this Unit Test Plan is dependent upon the observation by tho tester
of the output of the Parser.
I/PO
IP01If the tester runs PARVAL.COM then the output file PAPVAL.TST is
produced. This file may be compared to the file PAPVAL.SAV under IISS
Configuration Management using the VAX DIFF command. For the test
to be suceasfull the files should match exactly.
[/PC]
I/CHAP}
(/SE:Tl

(SECT)
ISECTNO)SECTION 5
(/SECTNO]
ISECTN }ITEST PROCEDURES
I/SECTNM)
(CHAP)
CHAPNOJ5.I
I/CHAPNO]
!CHAPNM]Test Description
I/CHAPN I
[PCJThe Unit Test plan is executed by parsing all test documents listed in
AFpendices A and B and observing the output of the Parser for each test.
As mentioned above, the test documents listed in Appendix A are valid
SGML dccucents and should parse without error. Those listed in Appendix
B are test documents that are invalid. The Parser should signal some
error for each one of the test documents listed in Appendix a.
I/PCI
I/CHAP)
(CHAPI
ICHAPNO15.2
I/CHAPNO)
(CHAPNMITest Control
I/CHAPNMI
IPCIA list of all validation suite test documents is provided in Appendices
A and B. These test documents completely specify all input files necessary
to test that the EDS SGML Parser can correctly parsc documents
that conform to the SGP'L standard and detect those documents that do not.
I/P0]
I/CHAP]
(CHAP)
ICHAPNO)5.3
I/CHAPNO)
(CHAPNM!Test Procedures
[/CHAPNM)
IPC)To run the Unit Test Plan, the symbol SGML must be correctly set up to
invoke execution of the program SGML.EXE. Assuming that the symbol is
correctly set, then the tester must execute
the following commands to parse a test document manually:(/10]
[LIST)
[I]SSET DEFAULT (directory containing the validation suite files)
I/I)
IIISSGML (validation suite file nrse)I/il
IIl
l/Il
I/LIST1
IPOlTo execute the entire validation suite using the command procedure
r^AVAt..COM. the tester should execute the following commands:
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I/PCI
I LI ST)
IIISSET DEFAULT (directory containing the validation suite files)
I/1)
II ]S9PAPVAL

(21SDITF PAPVAL.TST PATRVAL.5AV

IIST]I
(REPORT)I
PREPOSODY
FILE7 , .1ig'
rMT 'TEXT')

I /REPORT)
I PEPORTI
I REPsODY

FILE. *i .1is'
TrT-'TZXT'j

I /REPBOrDY)
I/AEPOPTJ
I /CHAPI
( /SECT)I
I /BO: Y)
(REAPI
I /REAR I
I /ICAMUTP I
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APPENDIX C

EDS Unit Test Plan Source Document

The following pages are computer listings of an EDS source
unit test plan manual.
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APPENDIX D

DECDX

The following pages are computer listings of EDS Tagger
information. The first listing, DECDX.L, is that of the
template for all DECDX documents to be tagged using the Tagger
facilities. The second listing is a listing that was generated
using the DECDX.L as a template and running the Autotag program.
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File DECDX.L

This file is the ter;ate for all DECDX documents to L. t~gged.

%p 3000

/* DECDX - DEC DX document template

* Description
• Th~e lex source file is used as a template for DEC DX

documents. It
w would be loaded at the start of creating a tagger for a

particular
* document and saved under a different name relavent to the

document.

#include <stdtyp.h>
#include (stdio.h>
$include <ctlchr.h>
#include <ctype.h>

Oundef input
sundef unp .
lundef YYLI-kX
Sundef £CHC

Ideftne YYLtAX ICOVO
*deZine ECK-. echz(yytext)
$define EM:T(x) fprintf~outfp, "W, x)
$define yyvrap() I

static yylook(), yyback( , yyinput(). yyoutput(), yyunput(:
extern FILE ,outfp;
%I
bold on
bold off
und on
und off 

is.

sup on
sup-off "1"
sub on
sub off
aux on
aux-off
dx tilde
dx-I brace
dx-r-brace ""
dx bir
1in sod " G"

cam on .
d x T ab "I1 "

dx-nl 13"
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d x - f f
cc: off
space

* hyphen
-_hyphen faux on] fund on)(dx nlj

- eel (aux-on'fldX, ijaUOft
pageark (Au " on) fd-ffiauroff)
breakzng hyphen tul-on) ( hyhe n J aui off)I
paragrepF~.ark fs,-1l zljjsuP off;
center (sub crldrynh)(subeff)
rule 1* odified (bola-0ni)In mod)(Bold off)
tdo o- (co=_on)(%pa:;e:eS(com of!)
tde off fcor or)(SPA~ti SScoo off)
tde-char (cor.onJ(spactj4.fcom-oTfj
any char
I 1-i J11 dx a.b); [dx _bar):1dx -I - ra:e) (dx r bracej (dx tilde))
white-SPace tjs;&cf1ex tab))

/4 anything *Is*
if (yytext(OI -- 'I I yyttxtlV] -- *1*) yymore(i;
else ECHO;

static char buf[YYLMbX]. *pbuf -but;

int charyy - 0;
static input(

chat c;

If (pbut buf) c - pbuf--;
else c - zzlex( );
return c;

static unput(c)
char c;

***Pbuf - c;

static yyreject(

extern int yylength;

while (yylength ')0)
*##pbuf - yytextl--yylenqth):
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File DXUTP.L

This file is the result of running the ATTOTAG program, steps 2
though 32 of this unit test plan.

%p 3000

/* DECDX - DEC DX document template

* Description
• Tas lex source file is used as a ter-liate fcr DEC DX

documents. It
• would be loaded at the start of creating a tagger for a

particular
d document and saved under a different name relavant to the

document.

#include <stdtyp.hM
#include <stdio .h
sinclude <ctlchr.h>
linclude <ctype.h>

sundef input
bundef unput
tunde! YYLPSAX
Sundef ECHO

$define YYLt.X 10000
#define ECHO echo(yytext)
Idefine EPIlT(x) fpzintf(outfp. -%s-. x)
odefine yywrap( ) I

static yylook), yyback(). yyinput(), yyoutput(). yyunput();
extern FILE *outfp;
'I
bold on W
bold off W.

und on (%.

und off
sup-on
sup off
sub-on
sub-off
aUx on -I,.
Sux-off W
dx illde "1'"
dx I brace
dx-r-brace .1-.
dx-br
10 sod ""
con on 1R
dxtab "i.
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dx ni l
dx-ff
coi of f
space

* hyphen
wvhyphen (auxon) (und on) (dxjil)

ww tol (aux onhtdx il) auxocff)
page mark (auxzonjjdx-ff)(auzeff)
breaiing hyphen (aux onjthyphenflau; off)
paracrapl mark, (:Up -on) Idx -niflup o ff)
center (sub on)(dx nl)faub off)I
tuler modified (boj3_on)(lTn mod) jiold -off)
tde oni (com onlspaee)"@5(eom -off)
tde of! (corn on)(spaceVSSicom off)
tdo cha: (corn on)(space)4.(ccm o~f)
any char
wT11I(dx tab)I(dxbarId bra)I(dxrbrace)Ijdx tilde))

wh~te pace (space I dx tab))

dnuir )-1--9.
numr~er (09.
format
((und cn1iiund of f)(boldon)liboldoff)I(cowon)Ileomroff))
%start BODY
%start CHAPNUH

Istart GNJ
%start ?10XTLE
%start FIGTITLE
%start SECTI7LE

BEGIN BODY;
&I
<BODY>(uld on)7'SECTION"(spce)iflumber)(undoffl?/eenter)I
/- a sectlon header I/
E1rIT(csectnum>);
ECHO;
EMITI(/sectflum> 3;
BEGIN SECTITLE;

(SECTITLE>((anychar).(center)3./fdxY%1)(dxnl)(
/0 section name/
EMqIT("(sectitl9>)
ZCHO;
EMIT( (/sectitlW)j
BEGIN AEADNL:

(DODY>(Snum)(spac)e/(undon?ianychar)(undoffl?(dxnl)(dznI

/* a numbered paragraph 0

t~IT("(chapnua));
ECHO;
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BEGIN CHAPNUM;

<CHAPNUMH(undonI?(anyechar)*.~idoffJ7/(dxnl)(dxnlJ I
/* paragraph name */ 4

ECHO;

BEGIN AEADNL;

(BODY)((anycharll(vveoljIformat)4/(dx_nlj(whitespace)e(dx-n

/* a paragraph *

ECHO;
EMIT(-</paraO>-);
BEGIN RAAtNL;

<PEADNL)(dx -rll~white -pceJ*(dx nl)
t* at now lines &!ter paragrapfis and header& *

EMIT( \n*);
BEGIN BDY:

(BOfY((Iany~charlllformat)).(dxnhl)4Idx-nhl
/a a figure, maybe/
EftIT( figbody)");
ECHO;
Efll( "(/f igbody>O);

<BOOY>TFicure"(white spacel./(dnumJ (white apace i.(any charj.(cen

/- figure title 0

ZMIT("cfiqref1);
ECHO;
EMIT('(/figref) ;
BEGIN TIGNUM;

criGwrM> (dnum)( white apace I.
/e figure number 0

EMIT("(figfum>));
ECHO;
ZEIIT(*(/fignum)*);
BEGIN riGTITLE;

(rIGTITLZ)(any char).
/* figure name */

ECHO;

BEGIN PIGEND;

(FIGEND)icentarl~fvhite spacelo(da mll. I
/* figure cleanup *
ERITC \n")i
MEIN BODY;
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